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Growing
Youth Golf:
Fact or Friction

I

love corporate lingo. There are some
great YouTube clips making fun of all the
esoteric phrases we use in the business environment, such as “We need to socialize the
concept with the management team.” Or (one
of our staff favorites), “We need a deeper dive
into this topic at the conference.”
One of the more popular phrases these days
is about how to “remove friction” from the
process, or to make something “frictionless.”
It’s brilliant and means taking away roadblocks
or difficulties that slow the process down –
whatever process you may be discussing. How
do we make things easier for our customers is
the ultimate question about friction.
I was reminded of friction when my good
friend, Ben Tonon (who runs a local shuttle
company in Charleston), was taking me to
the airport. He has four boys – the infamous
Tonon boys of Daniel Island. Every one of
them runs rings around most kids on the
soccer and football fields. Ben is an avid
golfer, who wishes he could play more. And
yet he’s even more passionate about finding
a way to get his kids into golf, because Ben
understands the lifelong value of the game.
But (and here is where friction enters the
equation) it’s not easy getting his kids into
golf, and that’s a shame.
Do you know what’s frictionless? Getting the Tonon boys into football, baseball,
basketball, soccer, swimming, lacrosse, flag
football and just about any other sport. That’s
pretty easy – just sign up through the City
of Charleston parks and recreation office,
8
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which every parent knows about. Do you
know what’s completely missing from summer and fall youth sports options? You got it.
Golf. There are 150,000 people who live in the
city limits of Charleston, and there isn’t one
golf program being promoted under “youth
sports” by the city. Are there golf programs
going on around Charleston? You bet, but they
aren’t easy to find.
When Ben and I chat about the golf industry
(he’s always curious about what’s happening),
I can’t help but feel a bit embarrassed that our
$84 billion industry hasn’t mastered frictionless entry into our game – for kids. But the
good news, as I told Ben, is that progress is
being made. As a golf industry guy, I love PGA
Junior League Golf. As a dad, I love it even
more. Both my son and daughter have been in
the program, and it is everything the country
needs in a youth golf experience (they have
also gone through the Operation 36 program,
which is fantastic). The PGA has turned recreational youth golf into a team sport, which is
what parents want for their kids. And the PGA
of America is seeing near-six-figure participation from kids. And I believe it could quadruple participation – or even hit the seven-figure
mark – by fishing where the fish are.
I am hopeful we can remove friction from
the youth segment of golf by bringing our
industry’s greatest youth golf programs to the
masses. Easier said than done, for sure. But
if youth golf is the industry’s 401k program
(as the NGF’s Joe Beditz often says), I believe
the parks and recreation programs across
the country are the dollar-for-dollar matches
we’ve been waiting for. I’d even argue that the
match is 5-to-1. Before Ben’s kids have grown
up and moved on, my hope is that we’ve removed some of the friction in our sport.
What else can we do to make golf “frictionless?” Let me know at jay@ngcoa.org.
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Avoiding Social
Media Backlash

I

traveled to Florida recently to do training
with the PGA of America. It was the end of
the day, and with an hour to go, the topic of
social media was well into its second hour of
discussion. A hand raised, and a woman near
the back asked, “What is considered appropriate for posting on social media?”
With all the rapid changes in technology,
we’re continually learning new ways to
communicate quickly, almost at the speed
of light. But there’s still a need to carefully
consider the words or materials we put out
on the internet.
Several years ago, I was driving an ATV
along the rolling sand dunes and following
close behind me was another ATV with a
writer and cameraman. They’d come from
Los Angeles to do a feature story of a new
golf course. I was their tour guide. This was
before social media was a main form of communication. The tour was a success with a
three-page editorial of the new course.
If the media tour of the new golf course
had been this year, what videos, photos or
comments would be acceptable to put on
the internet? To determine this, I ask myself
three things.
The first is, “How will it affect my reputation?” Meaning, can it damage my reputation? My reputation matters. And so does
yours. Your reputation affects your career,
10
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your golf course and your financial success.
Control your reputation by sharing videos,
photos and articles known to build a favorable search landscape. Be sure to have a
positive influence on what your prospects
and customers see online.
I also ask myself, “Is this going to add
value to others?” If I can’t think of a reason, then it’s not worthy of posting. Too
often, we want to share content about how
it can help ourselves. The focus should be
on your customers.
The last question I ask myself is, “Would
this be considered business or personal?”
The lines are often blurred with what is
considered business versus personal. If you
have to ask yourself if it’s personal or business, then you have your answer. It’s likely
personal. Here’s the problem. Many of us
have different measuring sticks of what is
seen as questionable content.
I’ve seen my fair share of individuals and
companies whose reputations were challenged because a photo or video posted
made its way to the top of the search
results. Too often questionable content
creates opportunities for others to tell your
story, or worse, attack you for inaccuracies.
While we discovered in training that day
there are varying degrees of what is appropriate, the easiest way to ensure everyone
knows what they can and cannot post is to
create a social media policy. A social media
policy gives clear guidance to your employees about what is permitted. It allows you
to take control of what is being said about
your organization on the internet.
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At Risk for
a Data Breach?

T

oday’s golf courses rely more than ever on
technology. The advancement of technology has enabled the smallest of operators to enjoy
the same market exposure as the big boys. This
access does not come without risk.
Operators today have access to more information on their customers than ever before. Multiple
system integrations allow owners to monitor
their business performance from any place in
the world. With this open access to your system,
you become vulnerable to system breaches. How
would you manage your pro shop or restaurant if
your point-of-sale system goes down? How would
you respond if your customers’ personal data was
hacked by an unauthorized third-party?
According to the Small Business Association, this category of business owners is the
most vulnerable to cyber attacks – 43 percent
of cyber attacks target small business. With
48 percent of data security breaches caused
by acts of malicious intent, the remaining 52
percent is due to human error or just system
failures. The most frequent data breaches are
from web-based attack, followed by Phishing
and general malware. However, while currently
being reported as the least frequent, small businesses are seeing an increase in the number of
ransomware attacks. While these attacks are
low, they are considered the most damaging for
businesses, large or small.
Are you currently storing your data locally? If

so, how are you backing up your system? Many
courses are using third-party providers to deliver
full system program and equipment integration
solutions which manage all their critical data
storage. Others who maintain their own systems
use off-site cloud-based backup services. If you
are not using one of these two systems your risk
of data loss from breaches has exponentially
increased. While these backup services require an
ongoing financial commitment, should you ever
find yourself having to recover your system, the
expense will be well worth it.
So what can you do to protect yourself from a
data breach or ransomware attack? As with any
security system, there is no single solution. First
and foremost, the single most effective step is
education and training for all staff members who
use or have access to your network. Next, if you
are offering your guest Wi-Fi access, make sure
this is on a separate network from the one being
used for all your business applications.
Here is a list of other best practices that you
should implement in your IT security plan:
Install, patch and update software
Install and monitor a firewall
Update user passwords at least every quarter
Update and maintain anti-virus software
Encrypt your data
Limit or minimize user access
to only what is necessary.
Protecting your IT system requires a financial
investment, however, failing to protect it could
cost you your business.
If you have questions or concerns about protecting your network, contact NGCOA Director of
Information Technology Thomas Smith, tsmith@
ngcoa.org or by phone at 843-471-2738.
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GOLF USA TEE TIME COALITION
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Data percentage compared to same period last year.

They’re History!
Or Are They?
Rain Bird has been a huge help for dialing
in our system. They made it a much easier
transition during the restoration.
Stephen Rabideau, CGCS | Director of Golf Courses, Winged Foot Golf Club

Winged Foot Golf Club brought incredible
precision to their irrigation.
To prepare for a major championship, this prestigious club recently
completed a historic restoration. By partnering with Rain Bird, they
also received hands-on help implementing new intelligent irrigation
practices. From dialing-in nozzle settings in their Central Control to
setting up a Rain Watch™ system that responds to microclimates,
a dedicated commitment from Rain Bird made it easier for the club
to protect their water source and defend their turf.
See more renovation stories at rainbird.com/RenovationPartner.

I

am never going back. The past is in the
past. Let it go!
You have to forgive me for having a moment
where I can’t get the theme song to Disney’s
“Frozen” out of my head. Most of you with children have probably had similar experiences.
But those words sung by Elsa, “the past is in
the past, let it go” could actually prove to be
sound advice for those of us paying close attention to the Tee Time Distribution space.
The companies, the acquisitions, the business
models, the revenue strategies, the accepted
methods of payments – to say there are many
of them would be an understatement. While
the revenue models and business practices are
evolving and changing, with each new company that comes to market, we also see a great
number of acquisitions taking place.
I believe this industry is reaching or has
reached its limit on the number of viable players (companies) that can exist and thrive in the
software segment of online tee time distribution (OTTD). A quick glance at the history of
OTTD, teetimecoalition.org/history, and you
will see that this is exactly what has happened
repeatedly over the last 25 years.
Only going back seven years, you will see
Fore Reservations was sold to GolfNow. EZLinks acquired Golf18 Network, Coursetrends,
and IBS. Supreme Golf acquired GolfBook
(formerly GolfPipeline) and is rumored to be
finalizing the purchase of one of the leading
software companies.
Often, golf courses are faced with the reality
that two or three vendors become part of a
singular company to which they have no existing relationship. There’s an acclimation phase
for both the course and the vendor. GolfNow
and EZLinks have experienced some of the dif-

ficulties in acquiring disparate systems – specifically keeping them running optimally and
trying to streamline those offerings with any
proprietary software they may already offer or
be developing.
If you’re confused by all of this and can’t quite
figure out which companies are allies, frenemies or downright adversaries, then good. You
should be. This space I sometimes liken to the
storylines in professional wrestling. As soon as
you think you have the space figured out and
you can identify the fan favorites and the heels,
there’s always a new wrinkle or development
that forces you to pause and reconsider.
You have to leave the past in the past. Any
preconceived notions you may have about a
company’s product, business model or revenue
strategy should be taken with a grain of salt following a sale, merger or acquisition.
The most recent news in this regard came
in late July as Allegiant Airlines announced it
was looking to sell Teesnap, a golf management software firm with almost 600 golf course
clients. Some of Teesnap’s competitors might
revel in the news of a proposed sale, thinking
about opportunities to grow their client base
at Teesnap’s expense. Teesnap executives (and
Allegiant for that matter) see the sale as a move
that is best for all involved, as the company’s
growth has made it difficult for Allegiant to
provide the support and resources it needs to
continue to grow.
Whatever the case may be, I recommend we
all take a wait and see approach, let the dust
settle, and see what all of this means for Teesnap
and the golf management software landscape.
What are your thoughts? Is the market too
crowded? Do we need more or fewer software and distribution providers? Have you
experienced the drawbacks or benefits of
having your existing provider merge with or
be sold to another company? What changes
did you notice? Please do not hesitate to contact me (jwilliams@teetimecoalition.org).
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YOur
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THE START

Randall Anderson,
general manager
for The Meadows,
demonstrates one
of the games that
can be played on
their simulator that
brings in customers
year round.

NEWS & VIEWS TO PROPEL YOUR BUSINESS

Employers of PGA Professionals are able to take advantage
of the skills and resources they bring to the job, including:
• A minimum of four years of education and training
from an award-winning PGA curriculum with annual
certification programming to keep current on the
latest industry trends
• A network of 29,000 peers and support from
PGA of America Headquarters, bringing
programing, pricing, and best practices to
their facilities
• Being proven players and coaches, who
bring a unique passion for growing the
game and driving revenue

Our
career

Wherever your golf journey is
headed, let’s get you there.

By Sally J. Sportsman

Getting Technical About It

I

Rural Maine course owners create year-round demand

t is rare that a group of golf-loving friends purchases a struggling rural golf course and transforms it
into a thriving, bustling community hub. Yet that is
precisely what Randall Anderson, Darrick Christopher
and four of their business-savvy colleagues did at The
Meadows Golf Club in Litchfield, Maine.
GOLFBUSINESS.COM
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Technology proved to be the magic
that helped make it happen.
“The funny thing is I knew nothing
about running a golf course, pub or
retail establishment, but we all know
how to run businesses and do effective
marketing,” says Anderson.
The six of them had been getting
together to play golf over the last 28
years. Having first met while traveling
with Up with People, they are from all
over the country.
“We are closer than relatives,” Anderson says.
Up with People is an international
travel program that empowers young
adults to make a difference in the world.
It seems that this group of friends,
known as the self-named PEAK International, is continuing to display those
qualities of leadership and differencemaking decades later, in a way none of
them could have envisioned. Members
of the PEAK ownership group include, in
addition to Anderson and Christopher:
Michael Schooling, Greg Ronitz-Baker,
Daniel Preucil and Berkeley Brean.
The group acquired The Meadows
Golf Club in 2017 from the Foster family, which had owned the land since
1924. The club had celebrated its 20th
year when PEAK purchased it, carrying
on the Foster family legacy. Anderson,
48, who lived two miles from the golf
course before the acquisition, serves
as general manager, while Christopher,
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who lives in Colorado, is COO. The
course is open to the public but memberships are available.
Litchfield, a town of 2,500 people,
is in a remote area of central Maine.
The partners figured that it didn’t make
sense to operate the facility solely for
golf, due to the long Maine winters.
During a snowstorm Anderson painted
some walls, studied the facility website
and determined that a lot of modernization was needed. Sixty new golf
carts, at $4,000 each, were one of the
first new purchases.
The path the partners chose was to
offer a variety of activities at the club,
with the popular Doolin’s Pub, presenting above-average pub fare, at the
center of it all.
“Our goal is to provide fun, food and
friends,” Anderson says. “We do more revenue on the pub side than with golf now.
It wasn’t our intention; it just happened.”
Two Full Swing golf simulators
installed in the clubhouse in December 2018, at a cost of $60,000 each, are
a major attraction – a way for people
to “get their golf itch taken care of,”
Anderson says. “It’s turned out better
than planned.”
One unanticipated result of the
simulators is that an increasing number
of customers sign up for instruction
and club-fitting sessions; many then
purchase equipment from the facility –
a 95 percent conversion rate. The simu-

“A lot of people
are intimidated
by golf but feel
comfortable in
the clubhouse,
having a good
time trying
out golf on the
simulators.”
RANDALL ANDERSON

lators have resulted in a 16 percent
revenue increase so far.
“We never thought this little
course would sell golf clubs,” says
Anderson. “We now are the top sales
site, outside of DICK’S Sporting Goods,
in the state of Maine.”
The simulators are
booked 85 percent of
the time, all year long,
with golf and multisport gaming, including
lacrosse, rugby, ice
hockey, soccer, kicking
field goals (football),
throwing to receivers
(football), shooting basketball, zombie dodge
ball, cricket and hunting.
“Depending on the
week, I’d say three
to seven percent of
the pubbers play on the simulators,”
Anderson says. “We think the ROI will
be two-and-a-half years to pay for the
simulators.”
The 18-hole golf course has evolved
into a multi-use facility. The new owners worked with the superintendent
to create bike trails, free to guests in
the winter. A winter triathlon this year
was highly successful, incorporating a
1.1-mile snowshoe run, followed by a
cross-country ski or fat tire bike ride
and finishing with a 5k run – all on
groomed snow. Fling Golf also is offered, with fundraising and corporate
tournament options.
“The activities portion of our plan
has taken on a life of its own,” says Anderson. “A lot of people are intimidated
by golf but feel comfortable in the clubhouse, having a good time trying out
golf on the simulators, hanging out at
the pub or doing other activities.”
The out-of-the-starting-blocks success the new owners have enjoyed so
far is attributable not only to their hard
work, business experience and acumen,
but also to their decision early on to
join and fully engage with the National

Golf Course Owners Association. They
attend national business conferences,
participate in NGCOA networking and
educational events, take advantage of
NGCOA partnerships and purchasing opportunities – all resulting in real growth
at The Meadows.

development for Teesnap, which was
founded in 2013 and is based in Las Vegas. “Our software is on iPad, so we are
totally mobile.”
This means that The Meadows staff
can take payments in the parking lot,
walk around the premises and help
people wherever needed.
Even the starters have iPads.
In addition to the golfcourse digital strategies,
The Meadows relies on the
system to schedule people
on the simulators. Simulator
customers are segmented
separately from golfers for
marketing purposes. For
example, if some simulator customers have never
played The Meadows golf
course, they are offered
enticements, such as
invitations or discounts for evening or
weekend play.
The Meadows employs Teesnap’s
new price channel management system,
where a different price for a round of
golf is offered online as compared to a
walk-up. This encourages people to go
online, resulting in data collection for
the facility and less time required for
staff to answer phones.
With its multi-pronged utilization of
technology, The Meadows Golf Club is
setting a new standard in rural Maine.
Anderson and Christian believe that
rural communities are under served in
the kind of capacity that The Meadows
Golf Club represents. They would like to
add other 18-hole courses to their portfolio by purchasing facilities in northern
New England and running them efficiently, with multiple leisure options for
customers.
“We want to stay rural,” Anderson
says. “We believe we can help meet the
need for enjoyment through golf and
many other facility offerings.”
Photo courtesy of Meadows Golf Club

Photo courtesy of Meadows Golf Club

Meadows GM Randall Anderson says, “Funny thing is I
knew nothing about running
a golf course, pub or retail
establishment, but we (the
six owners) all know how to
run businesses.”

“These are people from outside the
industry who know how to make money
and manage staff,” says Elaine Gebhardt,
executive director of the New England
Golf Course Owners Association. “They
are open to new ideas, which really
helps them in this venture, embracing
new types of customers and ways of doing things.”
Knowing that their facility needed
to upgrade its operational technology
on a number of fronts, Anderson and his
partners looked into various platforms
before choosing Teesnap. The company
manages point-of-sale and full digital
services for The Meadows Golf Club.
Teesnap helps the course plan, manage
and execute multiple technology initiatives, including digital marketing, tee
sheets, online booking, inventory, email,
customer data, website, online store,
social media, paid social advertising,
member billing and member management. Teesnap created the new website
for The Meadows in conjunction with its
software contract with the facility.
“The main essential is that we get involved with the fabric of the golf course,”
says Mark Farrow, director of business

Sally J. Sportsman is an Orlando, Florida-based
freelance golf writer.
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Cleveland-area Cub Cadet’s robotic RG3 mower.

Innovation

Insights

With all the
high-tech data
available now
as part of club
fitting, what
is the single
most important
piece of data
that a fitter
needs to see?
Paterson: That’s a good question. There are several, but the
first number I always look for is
spin. Once you see how someone
is spinning the ball, you have a
starting point and can immediately
check a few other outliers to see
why the ratios are what they are.
Obviously, there are far more data
points that need to be examined
but once you have the spin, you
can at least start to make an intelligent analysis.

Sleeman: There is no one most
important data point other than
using a trend. With the variability
of the average player from swing
to swing, my goal is to fit them
into clubs that will work the best
for them most often, not optimize
the single best swing out of five or
18
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Marshall Paterson

Brian Sleeman

PALMDALE, CALIFORNIA

CARMEL, CALIFORNIA

DIRECTOR OF INSTRUCTION,
RANCHO VISTA GOLF CLUB

10 shots. In any fitting session with
a launch monitor, you’re bound to
see a few peaks where everything
clicks. If all of the other swings
with that particular configuration
are below a more consistent standard, it would be a mistake to fit to
the one over the many.

If you could put a
piece of duct tape
on the Trackman,
what is the one
piece of data you
don’t want the
client to see
during a fitting?
Paterson: Oh, that’s easy: clubhead speed. Television has ruined
us, because every Sunday guys
can watch all the TopTracer data in
real time from tour pros. So they
see Rory McIlroy’s clubhead speed
and they’re obviously going to be
comparing themselves to him or
some other tour player. Then (the
student) is swinging harder than

HEAD GOLF PROFESSIONAL,
THE PRESERVE GOLF CLUB

normal trying to up the speed
rather than worrying about getting
the right fit.

Sleeman: I verbally share bits
of data that will be helpful during a fitting and will brush aside
requests for the full report on
every shot. This helps the player
avoid the natural inclination to try
to “game the system” by altering
their swing from shot to shot in an
attempt to outdo the previous set
of numbers.
In terms of specific data points,
it’s always interesting when asking a player what they think their
carry distance is. It often deviates
from the actual numbers. For that
reason, I tend to especially avoid
providing that number from shot to
shot. I usually provide that information relative to how the other clubs
performed (with a plus or minus)
rather than give them the raw number. That focuses the conversation
more on the club’s performance
than that of the player.

Robotic Mowers Get
the Green Thumbs Up

F

rom Google to Tesla to name-your-favorite automotive manufacturer, everyone seems to be working on a
self-driving car these days. And many of the minds behind these various makes and models see the adoption
of autonomous vehicles happening sooner rather than later.
Indeed, just a of couple months ago at a press event in Auburndale, Florida, attended by the state governor, Starsky Robotics CEO Stefan Seltz-Axmacher showcased his company’s new
self-driving semi-truck as part of a new state law, effective July 1,
allowing driverless transportation networks to operate on public
roads without the presence of human drivers in the vehicles.
To be sure, autonomous vehicles are nothing new to the
agricultural world and something farmers are already using
to maintain row crops. Now, this same type of automation is
helping superintendents take care of the most valuable crop on
a course – greens.
The group behind one of the more innovative new mowers
is MTD Products Inc., but consumers might be most familiar
with this Cleveland-area company as Cub Cadet. And now that
Cub Cadet’s robotic RG3 mower technology has been thoroughly tested and proven at a couple of dozen courses over the
past few years, the company can’t wait to commercially launch
the next-gen Infinicut RGX greens mower at the 2020 Golf Industry Show in Orlando.
When the industry’s debut greens mower hits the market
next year, it will join other autonomous specialty turf mowers
in the works. For instance, John Deere announced last January it will develop autonomous mowing solutions for the golf
and sports turf industry with Precision Makers, a Netherlandsbased company specializing in autonomous technology for
various equipment forms.
In the words of Tony Whelan, MTD Products’ director of
sales and marketing for specialty turf products, the new RGX
mower will feature the platform of the successful namesake Infinicut mowers currently used at sports venues like Wimbledon
with a greatly enhanced new global positioning system (versus
locally positioned beacons) and longer-lasting power lithium
battery power source (versus lead-acid batteries).
Superintendent Justin Daigle of Perry Park Country Club in
Larkspur, Colorado, is ecstatic about receiving one of the new
RGX mowers. Daigle was one of the early adopters of the Cub
Cadet R&D team’s technology, operating a limited-in-scope lone

© 2019 Photos by Club Cadet
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By Steve Eubanks

BY SCOTT KAUFFMAN

mower for a couple of years before he
went all in with his current fleet of four
RG3s at an annual lease cost of $36,000.
Daigle says above and beyond all
the obvious labor efficiencies gained
through autonomous mowing – not to
mention approximately $9,000 in annual
net labor and gas savings – he is 100
percent sold on the technology. The
main reason for his ringing endorsement is the dual mowing-rolling function of the unit.
“Say it takes 1,500 steps on average to walk mow a green,”
Daigle points out. “Or, you put a triplex on it, and you have
three tire tracks going across (the green). Sure, I can come
back with a roller on either one of those, but how about rolling
it without those inputs. That’s what the robotic mower does.
People say footsteps don’t matter; maybe so. …
“That first season we had it we did demos one green at a
time. We mowed half a green and then we rolled it. Then we
did RG3 on the other side, and there was absolutely noticeable
difference. Members would come into the shop and would be
able to tell which greens were robotically mowed. There’s no
machine on the market that can put out a greens surface like a
robotic mower; it’s physically impossible.”
Scott Kauffman is a golf business writer and the managing director of Aloha Media
Group, and is regular technology columnist for Golf Business. You can contact him with
tech news at iwritegolf@gmail.com.
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Golf Business
Salsbury Industries
WHAT’S HOT

In My Shop

Heather Hadley • Merchandise Manager

SuperSpeed Golf

SuperSpeed Golf uses
over speed training to
reset the neuromuscular
reaction speed of your
body during your golf
swing. Each set includes
three clubs: 20 percent
lighter, 10 percent lighter
and 5 percent heavier
than your driver. Our pros
are recommending them
to their students who are
looking to increase their
swing speed and help
with their swing tempo.

What’s Hot In My Shop is produced in cooperation with
the Association of Golf Merchandisers (agmgolf.org)

Range Gripper

Range Gripper secures and protects
all of your electronics securely in one
place in your golf cart. Our customers are enjoying the colorful grippers
to keep their electronics safe in their
cart. They put their rangefinders,
phones or handheld GPS device in the
gripper. They can also be customized
for tee prizes at tournaments.

Alphard Club Booster
Alphard Club Booster eWheels
converts your push cart into an
electric golf caddie! Our customers are excited about having an
electric cart without having to
pay the big ticket price! Plus,
they appreciate how light the
Club Booster is and how easy it
is to remove from their cart and
tuck away in their trunk.

Accessory

Softgood

ONLINE More golf industry news from the web

Hardgood

Haggin Oaks Golf Super Shop • Sacramento, California

DIY Video - Part 3

NGCOA partnered with Momentum Video on a three-part series showing golf course
owners how to create quality video for their marketing without breaking the bank. You’ll
find access to all three videos on the golfbusiness.com homepage.

Thanks to Our Executive Partners
NGCOA Executive Partners generously support NGCOA and our mission,
so we can help golf courses succeed.

Golf Business to Go
Call us today for a
FREE quote or catalog!
Phone: 1-800-562-5377
Fax: 1-800-562-5399

Missed some episodes of the Golf
Business Podcast? You can catch up at
accelerate.ngcoa.org or download to
Page
Verticle
listen on the1/3
go from
iTunes.

2
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Where the Future Lies

If you missed this feature from the
August digital issue of Golf Business
magazine, check golfbusiness.com to
learn more about junior golf programs.

Golf Business 1 (Indesign doc.)
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EXCLUSIVES

PGA Professional
Jason Becker,
with his staff
pictured at the
right, and Lynn
Josephson started
Golf Life Navigators in 2014.

By Scott Kauffman

A Perfect Match
AI Facilitates pairing of Golfers with the Right Private Club
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W

hen PGA Professionals Jason Becker and Lynn Josephson
started Golf Life Navigators five years ago in Southwest Florida, their initial goal was to a be an online guide for the millions
of Baby Boomers thinking about joining a golf course community.
The key to their service was completing a 10-minute online questionnaire called
ProGuide³, with the number representing the three main areas of focus when considering such a move: golf, real estate and lifestyle. From the survey results, up to six
“best-matched clubs” are presented for consideration, effectively unveiling a business
GLN likes to call “eHarmony meets Zillow for Golf.”
GOLFBUSINESS.COM
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“The major thing for
AI is it has tremendous
potential to remove
bottlenecks in what’s
currently humanbased activity.”
- CHRIS RAFTER

When the concept was originally
launched, however, it was certainly more
old school in execution. For instance, Josephson, a walking encyclopedia of South
Florida golf after working as a top pro for
more than 40 years, would go through
every completed ProGuide by hand,
marking up survey results with a red pen
and cross-checking it against his good
old-fashioned spreadsheets filled with
decades of history and knowledge.
Then, Josephson, GLN’s president,
would typically report back to the customer within 24-48 hours. To be sure, this
time-consuming task by an indispensable
human was always going to be GLN’s
Achilles heel if the company ever wanted
to truly scale this digital business.
That’s when artificial intelligence
entered the picture and changed Golf
Life’s data fortunes forever. Indeed,
two years after automating an all-new
ProGuide³, the growth has been incredible, with more than 16,900 avid golfers
now completing the free questionnaire
and receiving valuable matching club
intelligence in a matter of milliseconds.
Already highly active in 49 markets
across eight states, GLN continues to
increase its number of private club
partnerships and earlier this year the
company planned to expand into Tennessee, Louisiana and Alabama. Meanwhile, Golf Life Navigators now gleans
some 138,300 data points on private
clubs across the Sunbelt and 1.2 million
data points from prospective buyers for
clubs to utilize.
“Golf Life Navigators has been an
untapped resource for real estate,
24
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but clubs are now taking full
advantage of our information
and expertise,” says Becker,
GLN co-founder and CEO, who
recently started monetizing
their mountains of data through
a new business, Golf Life Analytics. “With a constant influx of
data points and our push for
rapid growth targeting more
than 300 new clubs by the end
of the year, we are increasingly
becoming the number one source
for clubs and consumers in all aspects
of consumer and club connections.”
Another significant boost to the
company’s digital firepower was a strategic partnership announced earlier
this year with the Golf Channel’s highprofile Golf Advisor network. As part of
the partnership, the partners launched
a targeted ad campaign during the
week of the Masters and PGA championship to bring further awareness to
its proprietary ProGuide3 algorithm
and club-matching platform.
“For decades, the private club
industry has lacked a mechanism for
helping clubs connect with qualified
potential members interested in their
market, and Golf Life Navigators is now
filling that gap,” says Jeff Foster, senior
vice president, GolfNow and Emerging Businesses, Golf. “The partnership
we’ve established between Golf Life
Navigators and Golf Advisor uses that
next-level technology and adds great
content, marketing and services to not
only help prospective members find
their optimal golfing lifestyle but also
clubs to stay competitive in an everevolving landscape.”
For Golf Life Navigators, it’s a landscape increasingly being driven by the
undeniable force of artificial intelligence.
“The major thing for AI is it has tremendous potential to remove bottlenecks in what’s currently human-based
activity,” says chief operating officer Chris
Rafter of Lakeland, Florida-based Inzata
Analytics LLC, the company that developed GLN’s data analytics software sys-

THERE ARE A MILLION THINGS
THAT NEED TO HAPPEN FOR
tem. “And the Lynn (Josephson) example
is a really good one. Before, they could
only do so many pro guides because they
only had one Lynn. We couldn’t just go
out and hire another Lynn. Where are
you going to find somebody that knows
that much about a club?
“We joked about it and said, we’re going to make a robot version of Lynn and
we’re going to teach a computer how to
make decisions about recommending
clubs same way that Lynn does.”
Lo and behold, Rafter now has another version of Lynn, albeit in the form
of a supercomputer.
“It’s been highly successful,” Rafter
says, referencing the company’s new
algorithms spitting out endless streams
of valuable and relevant intelligence in
a matter of seconds. “They’ve done tens
of thousands of these pro guides since
we first put this into play, and it was a
relatively quick project.
“It maybe took 60 days and it really
helped their business take off. Before we
started, they were concerned about advertising and pushing too much volume
through their website, because they were
worried about being able to meet that
demand. Now we gave them pretty much
unlimited scale to be able to make those
(club-matching) recommendations.”
And even more exciting is the
realization that GLN is evolving into
much more than just a club-matching
internet startup.
“What Jason is using his data for
right now is he has really become the
Gartner Analytics of the golf industry
or Forrester Research,” Rafter says. “He
knows more about people’s preferences, how they make decisions, as well
as how quickly they make decisions
about major investments around club
lifestyles or real estate.
“Things like that. That’s really
what GLN has turned into for the golf
industry. … There’s never really been
anybody like that.”

YOUR COURSE TO BE PLAYABLE.

AND YOUR GOLF COURSE SUPERINTENDENT
IS THINKING ABOUT THEM ALL.

The pH of this.

The growth of that.

Too much moisture.

Not enough moisture.
Managing resources.

To learn more visit gcsaa.org

Balancing an ecosystem.

And that’s just over coffee.

Scott Kauffman is a golf business writer and the managing director of Aloha Media Group.

So say thanks to your golf course superintendent. Or make that, thanks a million.

EXCLUSIVES

New Innovation with a

Historical Start

In some respects, what the forwardthinking World War II veteran accomplished off the course – designing a revolutionary matching set of
irons for Spalding Golf Company in
1932 and creating/co-founding Augusta National and The Masters, for
instance – are nearly as extraordinary
as his Grand Slam-winning exploits.
When Mosaic Clubs partnered
with the Jones family last December
and formed Bobby Jones Links, the
new golf operator set out to embrace
the famed golfer’s character and
entrepreneurial/inventive spirit. The
Alpharetta, Georgia-based company
(not far from Jones’ Atlanta roots),
even officially describes itself as an
organization “where history and innovation play.”
An example of Bobby Jones
Links’ innovation at play is the namesake Bobby Jones Golf Course that
reopened last November after a yearlong, $23 million renovation by the
Bobby Jones Golf Course Foundation. Located in the heart of nearby
Atlanta, the course originally opened
in 1932 as a tribute to Jones.
Nearly a century later, in a fashion
that Jones himself would surely
approve, the course boasts an assortment of technological advances
from the state-of-the-art indoor instructional building that will be used
as the home course for Georgia State
University to the first fleet of Shark
Experience golf carts in Georgia.
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The Georgia Club in Statham,
Georgia, will officially turn
private in November.

While many
courses charge
extra for the Shark
Experience, allowing the ultimate
in Bluetooth
connectivity, GPS
yardage info and
other digital-driven
entertainment
features, the carts
are complimentary at
Bobby Jones. Meanwhile, the historic layout
will continue to serve as a
test facility for new equipment and industry technology
with the goal of sharing golf and
the Bobby Jones story with the greater
Atlanta community and the entire state.
If that’s not enough innovation in honor of the golf
immortal, Bobby Jones Links recently pulled off another counterintuitive
business achievement when it announced it was transitioning The Georgia Club in
nearby Statham into a private club, of all things. Indeed, at a time when more private
clubs are going in the opposite direction and becoming semi-private at best, or just
flat out closing what with just 3,708 now left in America, according to the National
Golf Foundation’s latest 2019 Golf Industry Report data, the Georgia Club will officially
turn private this November.
This financial feat was marked with a big July 3 event when more than 2,000
members and guests from the surrounding golf development showed up to celebrate membership growth of more than 700 percent under the management of
Bobby Jones Links since 2011. And golf is playing a big part of the growth with annual
rounds increasing to 42,000 from 17,200 during that same period.
“This impactful level of growth in membership and home sales showcases the
strong need in the Statham community for an exclusive golf and club membership
experience,” said Kaitlin Looby, vice president of marketing and sales for Bobby Jones
Links. “Achieving this milestone of transitioning to a private club is a testament to The
Georgia Club’s members and neighbors who make the club one of the premier communities in the Southeast.”
If anything, it’s a pure sign that the slogan behind Bobby Jones Links – where history and innovation play – is more than just some marvelous marketing catch phrase.

© 2019 Photos by The Georgia Club

B

esides being
one of the
most famous
athletes in
the Golden
Age of sports, golf icon
Bobby Jones also was
recognized as one of the
great innovators and
entrepreneurs of his era.
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Club Members Enhance
Community Trails

NGCOA Members:

Desert Mountain in
Scottsdale, Arizona,
is getting folks off
the fairways and
onto the trails surrounding the area.

You Now Have Exclusive Rates for Health
Insurance. Get Your Free Quote Today!
Your employees deserve the best health insurance options available for the lowest

M

price. With NGCOA Insurance Services, that’s just what you’ll get. The purchasing power

By Scott Kauffman

of a strong NGCOA membership gives all of us access to the best benefits around.

ark Twain is often
quoted as saying,
“Golf is a good
walk spoiled.” If
that’s the case, the quipster
should have stepped foot
on Desert Mountain.

SIMPLE

A fully funded insurance offering
that provides transparency and

easy access. You know what your
money is paying for.

COMPETITIVE

A healthy risk pool comprised

of multiple businesses creating
buying power and leading to

lower rates. NGCOA members can
qualify for cost reductions and
savings of up to 10%.

FAIR

A plan that allows you to receive
premium back in case you pay
more than what is necessary.

Get your Free Quote – It’s Easy!
Visit ngcoa.benportal.com
POWERED BY:

Not only is the exclusive Scottsdale, Arizona, golf community the only
place with six Jack Nicklaus Signature
courses, the private club is about to
open a new course aptly named Seven,
making Desert Mountain the largest
single private golf development in
America. Then, to ensure there is never a “good walk spoiled” for members,
the club features 15 miles of private
walking trails.
Now, to make this natural amenity
even more attractive, Desert Mountain
is boosting the outdoor experience
with a touch of newly installed cuttingedge technology for novice and expert
hikers alike. The new digital Interactive
Trail Guide – the brainchild of a group
of members called The Desperados – is
a rugged and weatherproof, 55-inch
touch-screen monitor mounted at the

trailhead that allows hikers to select a
hike by distance, degree of difficulty or
even based on best sunset views.
Once the hike is selected, a customized map is created and can be scanned
onto the hiker’s mobile device. Twenty
of the most common routes and accompanying GPS data are pre-loaded
into the system to assist in selecting
each person’s ideal hike.
The sprawling 8,200-acre community was already home to an intricate
private trail system on seven separate
trail segments with members and
guests totaling some 12,000 hikes each
year. With the interactive new technology at their disposal, the club will likely
be taking to the trails even more in the
coming years.
“When designing the guide, I felt
like a kid in a candy shop because the
technology, the richness of our trail
data and the demands of our users
allowed us to be the first of its kind to
broadly offer such a tool,” said Desert
Mountain member Craig Mitchell and
one of The Desperados who raised the
money to build the technology.

In addition to trail-specific feedback, the new system also has the capability to check current weather, view
an informative species guide for this
scenic Sonoran Desert setting, scan interesting facts and recommend specific
hikes. Photos submitted by members
from recent trailhead events will also
be on display as well as information
about the Desperados.
“Today’s hiker, without ever having
stepped a foot on our trails, is able to
sort and choose the ideal hike based on
either distance, time or elevation gain
by using our digital guide,” added fellow
Desperado Troy Gillenwater.
In some respects, Gillenwater says
the new technology democratizes Desert Mountain’s trail system, making it
perfect for the outdoor extraordinaire
and/or first-timer.
“As a premier golf and outdoor
recreation community, this type of
technology and amenity is one the
golf industry is just now starting to
explore, and we have fully embraced,”
said Desert Mountain chief executive
officer Damon DiOrio, whose club has
1,900-plus golf members. “Early next
year, Desert Mountain will serve as host
to 50 golf club managers from around
the country to showcase this and other
outdoor amenities that are geared
toward providing a variety of health
and wellness opportunities for the golf
enthusiast and their families.”
Scott Kauffman is a golf business writer and the managing director of Aloha Media Group.
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MULTIPLES

Kevin Collins, general manager at The
Club at Ravenna in
Littleton, Colorado,
and Steve Datwyler,
superintendent,
prepare to launch a
drone for inspection.

“Our membership is raving
about it. We’re seeing hole
locations we’ve never used before.

© 2019 Photo by Kelly Photo

- STEVE DATWYLER

By Steve Eubanks

Getting A Bird’s Eye View
Agronomy Technology Flying High At Ravenna
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t’s all about efficiencies and finding the right tools to manage costs while
maximizing the experience.”
That was how Kevin Collins, the general manager at The Club at Ravenna, a 634acre private resort development by the Platte River in Littleton, Colorado, south of Denver,
described the technology his course has employed. Located in the high-desert region of
the country where snowfall can come as early as September and the heat can reach a dry,
scorching 100 degrees in July, the staff at Ravenna is constantly battling extremes. But they
have found a way to use technology to get the job done without breaking the bank.
GOLFBUSINESS.COM
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“It takes me
about 10
minutes
to scan the
entire golf
course.”

www.biral.com

ADVANCED
LIGHTNING WARNING

FOR YOUR PLAYERS AND STAFF

- STEVE DATWYLER

The two biggest advances are a pin locator software program and a drone that
looks like something out of a spy movie.
First, the drone. Through a company
called GreenSight, Ravenna has a daily
fly-over from what appears to be a
standard multi-propeller drone, the
sort of things kids fly every Christmas
and real estate developers use to market land. But rather than simply taking
photos or GoPro videos of the property
– the traditional uses for such technology – these drones are equipped with
infrared cameras that map heat and
moisture in the soil.
“We get daily plant-health images,”
said Steve Datwyler, the superintendent
at Ravenna.
“It takes me about 10 minutes to
scan the entire golf course. That helps
save on labor. We have become much
more economical because of it.”
The drone costs about $30 a day,
which looks like an annualized investment of $11,000, a price tag that would
jab some owners in the flinch point. But
when you estimate the cost of employees driving around checking for hot
spots or attempting to see plant stress
with the naked eye – a process that
could take several hours – the savings
become obvious. Plus, infrared technology is better than most human eyes.
“We have far-infrared and near32
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infrared,” Datwyler said. “It can show
hot areas and cool areas. If we see a
cool area immediately adjacent to a
hot area, it could tell me that the cool
area is getting too much water and
that’s causing the turf to decline. You
can spot hot spots on a green and make
decisions pretty quick. If I’m in the office for 10 minutes and can scan the entire golf course without having to ride
around, that’s a huge savings.”
The other piece of the technology
puzzle at Ravenna is ezLocator, pin
placement software that customizes
topographical maps and identifies a
wide range of hole locations to maximize green usage and minimize traffic
wear. The software selects exact hole
placements based on a wide range of
data points including weather and traffic, and it mixes the locations so that
the Tuesday pins are rarely in the same
places two weeks in a row.
“We always have the same people
cutting pins so it has improved our
accuracy,” Datwyler said. “We have also
eliminated any re-dos. There is no going back and re-cutting pins. The software locates the pins for you and the
higher the stimpmeter goes, the farther
from the edge it will cut the holes.”
It also automatically tracks previous
hole locations and will let the superintendent know how frequently one loca-

tion is being used over another.
In addition to pre-printed pin
sheets, there is also an app that members or guests can download to get
exact hole locations. The software is
not that expensive and while it initially
sounds like a luxury item, it is a lot less
expensive than losing a portion of a
green due to high-traffic compaction.
And it eliminates potential mistakes
from a staff member who might cut a
hole on a slope.
“Our membership is raving about it,”
Datwyler said. “We are seeing hole locations we’ve never used before. The software is maximizing our useable green
surfaces and managing traffic extremely
efficiently. I set up a week’s worth of
hole locations in five minutes and then
ezLocator does its thing. We are all very
pleased with the holes it’s selecting. The
golf staff is thrilled with the daily pin
sheets. It would also integrate to GPS
but we don’t have GPS on the carts.”
These two small technology investments provide two services that are
immeasurable at Ravenna. Not only are
labor costs more manageable because
of the tech, but ending potential turf
problems before they occur make these
tools a near must-have.
Steve Eubanks is an Atlanta-based freelance writer and
New York Times bestselling author.

Warns of lightning risk even before the ﬁrst strike
Fully automatic alarm triggering
Minimal installation
USA Golf Market Representatives:
220 Walnut Ave, Huntington Beach, CA. 92648
Tel: (562) 787-4183
Email: tduran@durangroup.com
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USGA Tool Taking
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Different Track
By Steve Eubanks

Smart Buy Marketplace

VISIT
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FOR DETAILS
NGCOA members get exclusive discounts, rebates and value-added packages from leading suppliers.
Not a NGCOA member? Visit ngcoa.org/join now to learn more and join to access these and other members-only benefits.
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immediate and most profitable use of the product in the first
year was night baseball.
The internet was created so academics could share research without having to travel outside the confines of their Ivy
League offices. No one thought the public would share data
through computers.
In our own game, the metal wood was originally designed
as a rental club for driving ranges, the logic being that a beginning golfer or a group of kids fooling around on a Friday night
couldn’t break it.
A similar phenomenon is occurring with the latest tech tool
created by the USGA. The GPS tag and accompanying resource
management tool was initially designed to provide pace-of-play
data to operators. But within a year, it has become a critical component in course maintenance practices.
“Our initial plan was always to put these GPS loggers on
golfers to create pace of play research,” said Scott Mingay, the
director of product development at the USGA. Mingay came to
the USGA from auto racing where he worked with Corvette. So, it
came as no surprise that speed was on his mind when he helped
create a small, unobtrusive GPS device and accompanying software that logged where every golfer walked, stood and hit shots.
It just made sense that this data would be used to track pace.
If there are bottlenecks or other areas – bunkers that hold up
play, for example – decisions could be made to speed things up.
But the courses that used the product, while certainly attuned to pace, had another goal in mind. “We’ve been running
a pilot at Rancho Park (Golf Course in California),” Mingay said.
“Because of the data from the tags, they identified more than
40 acres of turf they could take out. As a result, they’re realizing
a $350,000 (a year) savings just on water. (Prior to the program)
they had about a million a year water budget. That’s a significant savings.”
Water isn’t the only savings. Eliminating that maintained
acreage cuts fuel costs in half and, in a year, saves more than
200 man-hours of labor, not to mention the costs of fertilizer,
pesticides and other chemicals.
“The biggest things we hear from courses is that (they need

GPS tracking can show
much more than pace
of play, such as unused
stretches of turf or
over-worn fairways.

© 2019 USGA
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ometimes what you set out to create is not what the end-user sees
at all. Few people know, for example, that the halogen light was
invented for ships in the hopes of
reducing fires. But in a move that no one saw coming, the

to tackle) labor and pace,” Mingay said. “We’re hoping to help
them answer both of those questions at the same time. Originally
it was a pace tool. More recently we made this into a product that
the golf course can use to help their maintenance.
“The other thing we’re doing is putting (GPS) loggers on
maintenance workers. So we do a bit of time analysis to determine what sort of time commitment certain maintenance paths
take around the course and how that is impacting play. The tool
allows operators to then put in their own labor rates and run scenarios where you say, rather than having this person do this task
in this way, what if we diverted them to somewhere else on the
course. Will that have more impact?
“With labor (costs) going up and the fixed pot of money from
rounds and fees and other things not keeping pace, the question
is: Where should I be using those funds to have the most impact
on my customers? If we see that no one goes into a particular
bunker but the maintenance staff is maintaining it like everyone
is going in there, what if you redesigned it? The tool will show you
how many hours and how much money you will save by taking that bunker out. You no longer have to guess, which is what
superintendents had to do before.
“We have almost every (maintenance) line item built into the
tool,” Mingay said. “No two facilities have the same problems. We
have courses in the Northeast that are facing significant pressures due to minimum wage hikes. That’s different than a Rancho Park or other courses in the southwest where the pressures
are coming from water usage. With this tool, having the ability
to look at all those different areas and run scenarios on what can
be impacted, we can span the breadth of research that the USGA
has assembled.”
Currently, 100 courses have used the tool. The cost is $899,
which can be saved in electricity and labor in under a month.
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It Pays
to aeration
Use DryJect.
The only
service
with a cash dividend

“Our data shows that when we core aerate and topdress in early
September we see about a $30,000 drop in revenue over the next
two weeks. But when using DryJect® we have only one day of lost
revenue. We estimate a $19,000 savings using DryJect over
core aeration.”
– Justin N. Smith, GM, Olde Homestead Golf Club

MULTIPLES

Biofeedback
Helps
Instructors’
Bottom Lines

Paul Kaster, a golf
instructor in Little Silver,
New Jersey, says technology has become a
necessity for instructors.

O
Another daily fee course GM showed us how DryJect Aeration adds $7,500 to his bottom line. How?
Core aeration limits play and revenue for up to 10 days. But DryJect allows quality play the same day.

You can’t afford not to aerate with Dryject
Yes, DryJect Aeration is known at premier courses for the
superb way it relieves compaction, amends soil and allows
quality play the very next day.

Wow, I didn’t think
DryJect was that
affordable.

DryJect is for your course too
Try replacing just one core aeration treatment with DryJect.
Experience the speed, efficiency and affordable cost compared
with the labor, and the lost or discounted rounds that come
with core aeration.

Run your own numbers
Patented technology
uses high pressure water
to break compaction and
fill holes to the top in
one blink of an eye.

Download the free Revenue Recapture Worksheet at DryJect.com.
Or call your nearest DryJect Service Center. You’ll be surprised at
how much DryJect saves you.

DryJect aeration service
for 18 greens takes about
a day. Typically, three
machines and operators
arrive early. You supply your
own amendment and crew
for loading the hoppers.

Aerate, amend and play right away

800-270-8873
Search
DryJect

DryJect
Technologies

@DryJect

DryJect.com

ne problem with
technology is how
quickly people
adapt to it so that
it becomes the
expected norm. Think about
wireless headphones. Just a
couple of years ago they were
a cool novelty. Now they are
standard and expected.
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BY STEVE EUBANKS

“It’s easy
to get lost
in the
technology
and forget
that it’s
not about
keeping
up with the
latest and
greatest
things.

tor vests and suits that you see with the electrodes for the
When Southwest Airlines became
3D mapping of swings. “Compared to the older version of the
the first carrier to offer in-flight Wi-Fi,
sensors, the garments are a lot less obtrusive,” Kaster said.
it was considered a revolutionary in“The sensors are smaller and lightweight. The garments are
novation. Now passengers are upset at
light. Once you take a few swings in them you aren’t even
any airline or flight where they can’t
aware that you have them on.
get online.
“You get sequencing data, bend patterns, rotational velociPaul Kaster, a golf instructor in
ties for your pelvis, torso, upper arm and hand and now we
Little Silver, New Jersey, gets it.
can get wrist-angle data as the sensors speak to each other.
“Technology has become a necesThat data is very useful to an instructor.”
sity for instructors,” he said. “But it’s
It can also be overwhelming; especially to a student who
easy to get lost in the technology and
thinks “pelvic rotational velocity” is an Elvis Presley album.
forget that it’s not about keeping up
“Absolutely, data can be useful or it can be confusing,”
with the latest and greatest things.
Kaster said. “KMotion has the ability to provide biofeedback to
It’s about doing what’s right for the
the data you gather to help people feel proper setup positions,
students, making them better. It’s also
top of backswing positions, that sort of thing. And the coach
not necessarily about investing a huge
has a wide variety of tools to customize and train somebody.
amount of money (in tech) but it can be
For example, you can set it so that pleasant music or a tone
extremely beneficial to your business.”
goes off if you’re in the wrong position. You could set it so
Kaster, a former mini-tour playthat you see your avatar in 3D and that avatar will change
er, has an indoor facility where he
colors if you’re in the right or wrong spot.
teaches. So simulator technology
“I don’t show students a ton of data,” he said. “There are
was extremely important to him. He
graphs in the system that I will look at to find a solution and
invested in Foresight Sports and serves
then tailor drills. But you don’t want to overload people with
on the company’s advisory board.
information. I ask students what they want to know, what
“They make the GCQuad launch
they do for a living, are they data-driven or do you just want
monitor,” he said. “I use their launch
me to tell you what to do.
monitor simulator because it has a
“As I’ve gotten more feedback from the technology, people seem happier with my abillot of great features and can measure
ity to help them and to tailor drills and other information to their specific needs. They are
things that, for indoor purposes, are
certainly coming back, which is great.”
very useful.”
He also uses KMotion, those simula- Steve Eubanks is an Atlanta-based freelance writer and New York Times bestselling author.
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Cindy Scardina (right)
and her brothers Mike
and Dan, along with
her father, own Green
Valley Golf Range in
suburban Chicago.

I

t’s a near universal dilemma, one almost all
operators face with feelings that fluctuate from
marginal concern to sheer, unadulterated panic.
Jim Wyffels, the general manager at Spirit Hollow
Golf Club in Burlington, Iowa, had to find another
revenue stream, a profit center that would offset the
ever-rising costs of labor, insurance, maintenance
and capital expenditures. Sure, the economy has
been humming for the better part of two years, but
as any golf operator will tell you, rising costs, particularly in payroll and benefits, have outpaced pricing by a healthy
clip. Increases in rounds have helped and there has been some upward
movement in rates, fees and overall pricing. But the gap between income and expenses is only getting wider. Like everyone, Wyffels needed
a creative way to lessen that squeeze.
He found it right outside his clubhouse. On the driving range.
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By Steve Eubanks

“We have a great golf course and a very nice stay-and-play business (in the club’s eight-room
lodge and accompanying cabins) but our goal was to increase the food and beverage business and
also to help our lodging in the off season since we’re in Iowa, (which averages two feet of snowfall
every winter),” Wyffels said. “We kept looking for ways to do a Topgolf type of thing, something that
would make the driving range more of a destination, but it never made sense. Unless you’re spending an exorbitant amount of money (on infrastructure) and you’re next to a large city, those kinds of
innovations are cost prohibitive.”
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But as happens with all innovation
over time, the technology eventually became cheaper. No longer did an operator
need to build a netted artificial range
with sensors on the ground or in the golf
balls. Launch monitors, some as small
as an old flip phone, can now provide a
wealth of data while computers simulate
the flight of a ball.

Wyffels and the owners at Spirit
Hollow found that they could create an
entertainment experience without completely overhauling their existing range.
And they could do it in a way that made
economic sense in a town of 26,000 in a
Midwestern farming state.
They went with the Toptracer Range
system – a subsidiary of Topgolf – primarily
because it was affordable and any customer who watched golf on television had
seen it before. All those televised shots on
the pro tours that are tracked with a tracer
line while the ball speed, distance and trajectory numbers click off like gauges on a
spaceship, are brought to you by Toptracer. So, the customer using the Toptracer
Range has an instant connection.
But that isn’t the only product finding
its way to courses around the country.
FlightScope, the tracking technology
company that provides the tracking and
scoring data for all of tennis’ major championships, has a new product called Mevo,
a miniature launch monitor (about the
size of a key fob) that will connect through
Bluetooth to your phone. The device then

speaks to the golfer, telling him or her the
distance, clubhead speed, ball speed, spin
ratio, and smash factor of each shot. A customer who wants to work on wedges can
have Mevo tell him exactly how far each
shot flies without ever looking at a screen.
Trackman, the laptop-sized device that
tour pros carry with them like luggage,
is also being used for club fitting and instruction at a growing number of facilities.
But Wyffels bought into the entire
experience. “Once we saw Toptracer and
what it could do, we honestly thought
we were going to kill it,” he said. “The
only word I can use to describe it is addictive. Once you start you don’t want to
leave. I had been to Topgolf facilities and
seeing the lighting in the field, it’s a visually pleasing experience. So, (as we were
putting in Toptracer) I started looking
around to install that kind of lighting on
a regular range. I found out that nobody
made it. So finally I found a guy in Florida
and asked him if he could make what I
was looking for. He created a prototype
and we installed lights on our seven targets at our range. Since then I’ve taken
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(the lights) to several other ranges that
are using Toptracer.
“We now have LED lighted targets
out in the field. Not only do you have
the instant gratification and feedback
(from the Toptracer system), you can play
multiple games on the screens – you can
play different golf courses, play points
games, long drives, or you can just work
on your swing with all the launch monitor data – but also, the lighted targets
help us with non-golfers or new golfers.
The targets light up with crazy colors so
new golfers and non-golfers get instant
feedback, not just on the screen, but also
from the lights in the field. And it’s pretty
dramatic, especially at night.”
The transformation was immediate.
Wyffels installed Toptracer Range into
seven covered, climate-controlled hitting
bays. To add to the experience, he added
large windows between the bays and the
dining room. Now, instead of a few serious players practicing when the weather
is good, he has people in his facility all
hours of the day and night.
“In the summer it’s in the 90s (out-

side) and in the winter it can be minus-22
and the Toptracer bays are still full,” he
said. “It can be snowing outside and
people are playing golf in sweatshirts in
the (climate-controlled) bays. And they’re
hitting balls down our driving range. You
can see the ball flight as opposed to hitting into a simulator where the computer is telling you you’re doing one thing
but you never really know. At our place,
you get the feedback from Toptracer but
you can also see your true ball flight.”
Technological advances are moving
faster than most operators can keep up.
From tablet-based point-of-sale systems
to GPS devices that monitor pace of
play and cart battery life from the golf
shop, most technology in golf is geared
toward the expense side of the ledger
– optimizing maintenance practices,
efficiencies of staffing, etc. But driving
range technology is not just revenue
producing, it’s transformational.
As Wyffels said of Spirit Hollow: “We
have 35 TVs and games (indoors) now so
that our facility has become a combination of Topgolf and Dave & Buster’s.

NGCOA THANKS OUR

It’s an entertainment venue. If you’re
eating, you can watch people play golf
in the bays. What we found is that in the
wintertime, 40 percent of our customers
are non-golfers. But we also have a lot of
low-handicap golfers utilizing the launch
monitor features.
“The most exciting thing is bringing
in people we’ve never seen before. Those
folks who are not golfers, we’re introducing them (to the game) in some fashion.
Hopefully we’ll bring in new golfers.
“Then the food and beverage operation
has exploded with this. Honestly, I can’t
stress enough how important that (range
technology) component is to us. Once we
get the people in, they don’t want to leave.
They eat, drink and have a great time.”
Wyffels sells bays by the hour for $40.
Most people stay longer.
“We’ve had people come in at 8:00 in
the morning to try it out and before you
know it, they’ve stayed and eaten lunch and
hung around until mid-afternoon,” he said.
“We sell blocks of times during football season so people can bring their buddies, play
different competitions on the system while
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Green Valley Golf
Range in suburban
Chicago offers 20
Toptracer bays.

Hilda W. Allen presents these...
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they watch the (football) game.
“Then you’ve got the staff component.
Especially in the Midwest, you want to utilize (your existing staff) as much as possible
in the off-season. This revenue stream
makes us run much more economically
and efficiently in that regard.
“Until you get people in your bays
trying it out, it’s difficult to explain. But
once you get them in, you don’t have to
sell very much.”
The transformation is a real business
driver. Not only does range usage increase,
the number of people per hitting bay goes
up dramatically. A normal range has one
person per station. Unless a patient wife,
husband or significant other is sitting
behind watching, no one else occupies
that space. With technology like Toptracer,
each hitting bay becomes a social cluster.
The best analogy is a bowling lane.
Whether it’s family, friends, coworkers
and leagues, each lane is its own entertainment area. Topgolf created a similar
experience. Now the same technology is
transforming on-course driving ranges as
well as stand-alone practice facilities.
“When you sell the entire experience,
if you change the entire range, then, absolutely, you have changed the dynamic
and you will see the numbers increase,”
said Henri Johnson, the founder and
CEO of FlightScope. Johnson’s company
originally developed 3D Doppler tracking
systems for cricket and tennis in 1989.
But he has seen a 300 percent growth in
the business since 2016, largely because
of the explosion in golf.
However, Johnson warns golf operators to be careful in how they approach
the boom. “When we started FlightScope
in the golf industry in 2002, we installed
the technology on driving ranges in
Singapore and two in Thailand,” he said.
“But after two years, we abandoned that
project. At the time, the technology was
way ahead of its time.
“What I have seen is that when you
have a Topgolf or a Drive Shack or a similar
facility, people go there, rent the space,
buy food and drink and it’s an experience.
But what we found is that if you only add
the technology and nothing else experientially, people will try it once, maybe twice,
but then they will go back to normally hit-

ting balls. Given a choice between hitting
balls normally and paying extra to hit balls
with the technology, if nothing else has
changed, they will hit balls normally.
“But if you do change the experience, then you see a real difference. I saw
one facility that had a $700,000 increase in
alcohol sales in one year after adding the
technology and changing the experience
of the facility. Now, a lot of that is due to
the fact that you are accommodating more
people at the same bay at the same time.
They’re consuming food and drink when
they’re not hitting balls. I’m convinced that
this business model works.”
The hesitancy on the part of most operators is cost. Range balls at $10 to $20 a
bucket make it hard to justify a five-figure
capital outlay, possibly more if you add
onto dining facilities or put LED lights on
your range. But those who have taken the
plunge on a smaller scale are just as enthusiastic as those who have gone all in.
“Driving ranges typically don’t make a
huge profit,” said Jim Swafford, owner of
Ultimate Drive in Bakersfield, California.
“This being a commercial driving range,
we needed to do something to attract
more customers, so we introduced the
new technology. In the second month, we
started turning a profit.
“Our initial investment was about
$15,000. You have to make sure the lighting
is right and we’ve made other improvements. But it’s been a profit center almost
from the beginning. We’re seeing couples
coming out for date nights. Every Tuesday
night we have two-man teams and they’re
playing other two-man teams in a bay. It’s
like a bowling league. They have shirts and
trophies. It’s really cool. They play nine
holes virtually every Tuesday night. We

have long-drive competitions. It changes
the way a golfer looks at the game.”
Cindy Scardina, who co-owns Green
Valley Golf Range in suburban Chicago
with her father and siblings, said, “We
were the third range (in the country) to
install Toptracer Range in May 2018. We
started with 10 bays. We’ve now increased
to 20 bays. It has transformed our range
into an entertainment environment. You
have the good golfers bringing their families out now. The wives and kids used to
never come out unless they were playing
miniature golf while the husband hit balls
and practiced. Now they’re all together,
playing games and enjoying the range. It’s
an event. It’s totally different.
“For new range owners, it’s a nobrainer. But, I understand that for those
who have owned a small business for a
long time, it’s daunting and overwhelming
because you’re being asked to change your
mindset of what golf used to be.
“We’ve been in business for 50 years.
My dad started this golf range in 1969 and
we grew up understanding that you had to
be quiet all the time because people were
practicing. Now, that’s not what the game
is about. Sometimes people get their backs
up and say, ‘No, no, we’re a good practice
facility and we can’t have the music and all
that.’ But if you want to grow it’s what you
have to do.
“We’ve seen our business grow 30
percent,” Scardina said. “And we don’t have
a big food and beverage operation, just a
small concession. To grow 30 percent in a
year is huge for us. And we only see it going up from there.”
Steve Eubanks is an Atlanta-based freelance writer and
New York Times bestselling author.
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Alec Ramsey oversees
golf at The Sport One
ParkView Fieldhouse,
home to The Golf
House, in Fort Wayne,
Indiana. It is an immense gymnasium
where AAU basketball
tournaments and high
school volleyball championships are played.

B y D av i d G o u l d

The
Numbers
Add Up
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SpECIAL REPORT

Emerging Simulator Strategies proving
profitable for Indoor-Golf Success

S

winging a club indoors used to be a
good way to get your sanity questioned and
the replacement cost of everything in the
room rattled off. These days, indoor ball striking is enabled, encouraged and welcomed as
a profit center — thanks mainly to the rapid
improvement of simulator technology.

“For quite a while, simulators were a novelty,” says Alec
Ramsey, director of The Golf House in Fort Wayne, Indiana.
“The look was grainy and to a decent player it was a joke how
far the ball would go on a lousy hit. But what you find on the
market now is amazingly high-quality.”
44
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Revenue from virtual-reality golf
has also been driven by entrepreneurial
energy and business innovation — it
arose in recent years at a point when
the golf industry wasn’t considered
very investment-worthy.
“The business plan for our first

simulator had a three-year pay-down
period,” says one early adopter, Scott
Longenecker, head professional at Bill
Roberts Golf Course in Helena, Montana. “We ended up paying it off in one
year, and we just went from there.”
The crew at the historic and highly

rated Roberts Golf Course has more simulator experience than most. Six years
ago the first Full Swing unit was brought
in and now there are three simulators,
showcased in a new, purpose-built
sports-bar-and-grill amenity. Per-hour
charge for simulator use is $32, and
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SpECIAL REPORT
Alec Ramsey (white hat) joins
customers at The Golf House in
Fort Wayne, Indiana, enjoying
the entertainment venue.

per-hour food-and-beverage revenue
that’s directly attributable to sim use is
“about $15,” according to Longenecker,
who has a Wine & Wedges program in
the works to try and boost that latter
figure. On the cost side of the simulator
equation, he hasn’t found the labor factor to be problematic.
“We used to keep our shop open
in the wintertime from 9 to 5, to sell
season passes and whatever else,” says
Longenecker. “Once the simulators
were installed, we began closing later,
first at 7 p.m., then at 9, and now we
close at 10.” When his colleagues at
other courses ask him about manhours, he points out that it “doesn’t
take any more staff to run three simulators than to run one of them.”
It’s worth noting that a sharp spike
in club sales did the most to accelerate
the course’s amortization of its original simulator acquisition cost. “We did
$10,000 in equipment sales the very first
month we had a simulator,” reports Longenecker. He had minimal experience
selling golf clubs in Montana in January
and February — turns out to be a good
time for it.
“You’ve got the club manufacturers
doing their big promotions at that time,”
says Longenecker. “And you’ve got golfers with tax refunds who are wanting to
have their gear all squared away by the
time the snow melts.”
One other bona fide club-fitting
advantage on the simulator, he points
out, is the ability to have customers hit
the brand of golf ball they normally play,
“not a limited flight range ball that has
been hit hundred times already.”
Club-fitting activity aside, simulators
reside in the space where golf overlaps
with entertainment — an arena clearly
dominated by Topgolf. Course operators
who bring in simulators may recognize
this fact, but you won’t hear them boast
about going toe-to-toe with the Dallasbased juggernaut. And yet, in the case
of one Ohio course, Meadowbrook at
Clayton, the little guy indeed took a bite
of Topgolf’s business.
46
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“last
winter
I would
turn away
walk-up
simulator
business
at least 15
times each
weekend.”
“A local company that patronizes our
course during golf season came by to
look at our simulator area and lounge,”
explains Bill Williams, director of golf
at the Clayton, Ohio facility. “In the past
they’ve made the 40-minute ride down
to Topgolf for employee outings at least a
couple of times. When they saw what we
had to offer they opted to bring their employee group here instead of to Topgolf.”
The Meadowbrook course is cityowned and its simulators were purchased with money from a central fund,
although some $10,000 in capital costs
came out of the course’s budget. That
covered renovations such as new custom
flooring, new wiring, upgrades to the WiFi service and some lighting work.
“The simulator company, TruGolf,
brought their own carpenters in to
custom-build the bays themselves,” says
Williams. “That work was included in
the terms of the original bid.”
League play, by all accounts, is a
cornerstone of simulator success. When
the 2018-19 winter leagues wound
down at Meadowbrook at Clayton,
two nice things happened: A group of
about a dozen avid golfers continued

play indoors for an extra six weeks, and
virtually every league member from that
first season asked to keep their spot for
the following winter.
Golf that your customers sign up to
play in a team format has always been
great business because it’s scheduled
and reliable. That’s all the more so for
indoor league play, given weather can’t
affect it. The winter-league arithmetic
for managers like Williams is welcome
indeed. It’s priced on or about $20 a
night per person and can easily handle
16 players nightly over 48 nights of competition comprising a 12-week season.
That totals over $15,000, not counting
any food-and-beverage revenue this
activity drives. In the Meadowbrook
case, it also doesn’t count the additional
$1,500 or so from players who extended
their season.
Walk-up usage of the simulator bays
at Meadowbrook comes in part from “golf
geek guys” who want to practice without
any weather interference and study their
performance numbers on the TrackMan
launch monitor. “They’re very focused
on clubhead speed, ball speed, carry distance, ‘smash factor,’ all those stats,” says

Williams. The other main form of walk-up
play is people who want to play nine
holes in an hour’s time with a friend and
have their choice of one famous course or
another up on the screen.
If you’re in the simulator business
and haven’t thought of this trick yet,
take a page from Meadowbrook and
promote rounds on the Pebble Beach
sim-course during the PGA Tour’s annual AT&T event at Pebble and likewise
promote your Kapalua simulation during the Tournament of Champions event.
“There’s something about seeing the

tour pros on TV playing those courses
and then seeing your own shots to those
same fairways and greens that people
really like,” Williams says.
The emerging sim-golf market blurs
lines between green grass and strictly
indoor facilities. At the aforementioned
Golf House in Fort Wayne, a golf league
from a course in town continued its
outdoor competition indoors at the
80,000-square-foot field house-type
venue where Alec Ramsey oversees golf.
Similarly, Club professionals from the
area have been conducting wintertime
lessons with their regular students, at the
invitation of Ramsey. “We wanted to extend that courtesy,” says Ramsey, “and we
figured the golf professionals would like
what they saw and come back on their
own with friends, which they’ve done.”
The Sport One ParkView Fieldhouse,
home to The Golf House, is an immense
gymnasium where
AAU basketball
tournaments and
high school volleyball championships
are contested.
“The Full Swing
simulators we
brought in once
we’d decided to
add golf are the
17-foot-wide version,” says Ramsey.
“They provide a
panoramic visual
experience and I
would recommend them highly over the
10-foot wide version. Our cost was about
$60,000 each, and it’s been a great investment even after just one year.”
The cost was spread over a series
of payments, according to Ramsey, but
it was borne by the deep-pocketed
commercial real estate company that
owns the field house, and in turn owns
Ramsey’s golf operation.
League play, not unexpectedly, is a
cornerstone of the operation’s revenue
spreadsheet. From Christmas week
until the Masters, 52 two-player teams

swing away at a cost of $480 per team,
generating about $25,000 in “green fees,”
to use the quaint term Ramsey favors.
In addition there is a massive six-bay
indoor range, where golfers of all shapes
and sizes appear year round to pay $8
dollars a half hour or $15 an hour for “all
you can hit” range-ball use.
Non-league simulator use is where
money was left on the table, a scenario
Ramsey is remedying through acquisition of a third unit.
“All last winter I would turn away
walk-up simulator business at least 15
times each weekend,” reports Ramsey.
He didn’t enjoy flashing the no-vacancy
sign and he could see that the walk-up
sim golfer tended to stay longer, spend
more and add a night-at-the-sports-bar
mojo to the premises. “Once we add
more capacity, I’m sure I’ll be tempted
to just expand league activity,” he says,
“but I think that would be shortsighted.”
All the simulation entrepreneurs
interviewed for this article spoke with
enthusiasm about technology upgrades
likely to come along — or exist now but
need to come into much wider use. For
Ramsey, that’s real-time tournament
play among golfers who are hundreds
or even thousands of miles apart. In Asia
currently there are big-money pro tournaments played on that basis.
There will also need to be additional
creativity in the programming of simulator amenity. Longenecker looked out
recently on a beautiful Montana afternoon, with his green grass golf course
packed with smiling players. That’s the
picture you dream of, but it leads Longenecker to think about slow business
indoors — he’s been in the sim game
long enough to get used to sim-dollars
helping pay the bills.
“I’ll have to get the staff together and
come up with some promotional ideas,”
says Longenecker. “It would be nice
to get some more customers playing
indoors with us in August.”
David Gould is a Massachusetts-based freelance writer
and frequent contributor to Golf Business.

early 40 years ago, in a sequel to his 1970 book titled, “Future
Shock,” noted futurist/author Alvin Toffler predicted mankind
would transition out of the Industrial Age into the Information
Age, or “Third Wave” as he called that 1980 follow-up book.
Toffler, of course, couldn’t have described today’s digitally
driven, data-overloaded world any better. For many, this Third
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Wave, or Information Age, might feel like
a tidal wave as society copes with the
never-ending onslaught of information.
Indeed, from the infinite limits of cloud
technology to the ever-evolving power of
the internet, today’s information is being
distilled and delivered at speeds unimaginable even in Toffler’s time.
So how does one stay afloat in this
Third Wave and not only survive as a
business, but thrive? Many experts might
tell you the answer is artificial intelligence or AI. In fact, Thomas Siebel, the
billionaire tech CEO who founded Siebel
Systems, recently said on CNBC “whoever
wins the battle on AI dominates the war.”
To be sure, that comment was in
reference to the China-U.S. trade war and
ongoing threats about technology theft.
Tech theft notwithstanding, the comment still underscores the import of AI
in general. And it’s something the golf
industry is slowly adopting from greens
maintenance to clubhouse operations
to the manufacturing of next-gen golf
equipment.
In the simplest of terms, AI is the science of computers emulating humans.
And the way computers can start acting
or behaving like humans is through a
concept called “machine learning,” a field
of computer science that uses statistical
techniques to give computer systems the
ability to “learn” with data without being
explicitly programmed.
Basically, there aren’t many problems
in all facets of life and business that can’t
be solved based on data. In other words,
nothing that an algorithm can’t figure out
50
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– in a matter of
milliseconds –
or automate if
you will.
Therein
lies some of
the technology
behind a new
autonomous
greens mower
scheduled to
be released later this year by
MTD Products
Inc., called Infinicut RGX. [See Innovation
Insights, page 19]
After several years of proven methodical, targeted research in the field by
select clubs, MTD Products’ representative Tony Whelan describes the demand
this way: “We have a fairly good book of
business who are ready to roll and want
them now. We are going to have the first
units coming off for those first customers
probably later this year.”
While AI-influenced mowers are creating a buzz in golf maintenance, Charles
Stricklan is helping courses achieve
more efficient retail/marketing solution
through AI in his LoyaltyTrax system that
serves as a “virtual marketing/membership and loyalty rewards program.”
“AI is only useless data unless there
is a simple, effective and efficient way to
use the data in a meaningful way to market and then to measure the effectiveness
of the use (marketing efforts) of the data,”
says Stricklan, whose Scottsdale, Arizonabased Lions Gate Companies LLC invested
more than $500,000 to develop and refine
the LoyaltyTrax system to allow for both
on-demand and real-time marketing
based on AI-collected data.
“We’ve all seen it. We check our email
in the morning and there is an email
offering from a golf course for at Wednesday morning special. But, if the course
had an effective and efficient AI system
like LoyaltyTrax in place, they would
know that you never play during the
week and are a weekend player, probably
because you work for a living.
“So, as a result, when you keep getting

these emails, you decide to opt-out of their
email program out of frustration. Our system allows the course to segregate the AI
data and create specific player/customer
profiles and market to them – again – in
both real time and on-demand.”
This same type of artificial intelligence
and machine learning helped Callaway
Golf Company design one of the most
popular new drivers earlier this year
called Epic Flash. According to Golf Datatech, the new high-tech driver has been
the No. 1 selling driver brand in the U.S.
since it hit retail outlets in February.
When asked about the influence of AI
and Machine Learning on its future, a Callaway spokesperson said, “The feedback
we’ve received for using Artificial Intelligence to create our Flash Face Technology
has been tremendous, and as with many
of our other technologies and innovations
we will continue to explore AI with our
(research and development team).”
And why not? A new driver face
design typically takes eight to 10 iterations, according to Callaway. Through
machine learning, Callaway’s computers
cycled through 15,000 face architecture
iterations, learning from each one, before
arriving at Flash Face.
“We couldn’t have come up with Flash
Face using conventional engineering
principles,” said Dr. Alan Hocknell, senior
vice president of Callaway research and
development. “We wouldn’t have gone
in this direction without AI because it’s
non-intuitive compared to previous face
technologies, including our own VFT
and X-Face. The wave configuration isn’t
symmetrical, nor does the pattern seem
logical. Yet the ripples work together in a
complex manner to maximize ball speed.
“There’s never been anything like
Flash Face before in golf equipment, and
the effect on performance is intense.
… Flash Face isn’t something a human
would have arrived at any time soon.
Without the help of AI and machine
learning we couldn’t have come up with
this design.”
Scott Kauffman is a golf business writer and the managing director of Aloha Media Group.

2019 Rain Bird Rebate
for NGCOA Members

NGCOA members receive valuable incentives in our Smart Buy Marketplace, including
rebates on Rain Bird’s golf irrigation product purchases.
With exclusive benefits like true two-way communication and simplified upgrades you can
complete in a click, Rain Bird makes it easy for you to keep your course at the top of its game.
All U.S. member golf courses are eligible for this rebate, including private, semi-private and
municipal courses.

ALREADY AN NGCOA MEMBER?
•

Receive a 1.5% rebate on Rain Bird Golf Irrigation
Products*

•

To claim your rebate go to ngcoa.org/smartbuy, scroll to
Rain Bird Irrigation Solutions and click the Learn More link

NOT YET AN NGCOA MEMBER?
•

Join NGCOA today at http://www.ngcoa.org/join

•

Become eligible instantly for Rain Bird product rebates
and take advantage of this money-saving benefit

Learn more about the benefits of membership at ngcoa.org/membership,
and contact Jay Andersen, Director of Membership, at jandersen@ngcoa.org or 843-471-2736 with any questions.
*Paid to the member golf course and based on the final selling/award price and is for NGCOA member courses that purchase Rain Bird Golf Products in 2019.
Golf Products include the following categories, as identified in the Rain Bird Golf Catalog located on the Rain Bird website at www.rainbird.com/golf/support: Golf Central Control,
Advanced Control Technologies, Golf Field Control Systems, Gear Driven Rotors, Golf Valves, and Golf Pumps and Filtration.
Rain Bird Landscape Products are excluded from the Smart Buy Program Rebate.

GB Strategies
IDEAS & INSIGHTS FOR GROWTH

The implications of these findings mean
that golf course operators, like all businesses,
need to focus on increasing and improving
online reviews on sites like Google, Facebook,
Yelp and Golf Advisor in order to protect and
enhance their bottom lines. The six tips below
can help you implement effective strategies for
online reputation management:

Encourage loyal patrons to leave a
review – You likely have many golfers
who are regulars and would be willing
to write a positive review based on their honest, quality experience at your course. It just
takes getting into the habit of asking for feedback, educating your customers on how they
can leave comments and encouraging them
to share their positive experiences. Train your
staff to remind customers at check-in to leave
a review on sites like Google, Facebook or
Yelp. There is no better strategy for generating
five-star ratings than asking happy customers.
You can automate and streamline the process
of requesting feedback by using technology to
easily send surveys to your golfers via email as
soon as they finish their round.

can make the difference between a
four-star course and a 4.5-star course.
So, whether you’re addressing a negative review or thanking someone for a
glowing endorsement, course managers should respond to every review.
When you get negative feedback,
like “the course was overbooked
and super slow pace of play” or “the
course was overpriced for the conditions. Needs a lot of TLC,” apologize
for the bad experience and work to
solve the identified problems. You
can also offer an incentive, such as
a free round of golf, to try to get the
customer back on the course and
provide a better experience.
On the other hand, when customers
leave positive comments, such as “the
course was challenging around the
exceptionally maintained green complexes and very fair off the tee” or “the
staff is very customer service oriented
and the course is in amazing condition,” always be sure to thank them.
You should highlight your positive
reviews. Google, Yelp and many other
review sites allow business owners and
site visitors to mark reviews as helpful,
which moves reviews further up on the
site, so more people can read them.
You can also share positive reviews on
your course’s social media channels.
For example, re-share positive Facebook reviews in a post on your page,
or format positive reviews as quotes on
Instagram posts for your followers.

Respond to reviews – Make your
reviews two-way conversations by setting aside time each week to respond
to comments. Being responsive and engaged
demonstrates that you care and are listening,
which often encourages more feedback.
A recent study from Harvard Business
Review found that simply responding to reviews increases the number of reviews by 12
percent and ratings increase by an average of
0.12 stars. When some sites devoted to ratings
round to the nearest half star, even small gains

Use technology for booking
– Online booking technology
makes it easy for players to
see what tee times are available and
to select a convenient time without
picking up the phone to call the pro
shop. Using technology helps provide
a seamless customer experience and
frees up your staff to focus on helping
your golfers with other needs. This
translates into improved service, which
can lead to better ratings.

1

Provide a great experience – It seems
like the most obvious step, but golf
course operators first need to make
sure to pay attention to things like off-course
amenities, course conditions and staff friendliness to provide the best possible experience for golfers. Delivering outstanding golf
facilities and services will generate the kind of
feedback that will attract new customers and
keep existing customers coming back.

2

By Roger Sholanki

Words Matter

Six Tips for Increasing and Improving
Your Course’s Online Reviews

C

onsumers often look to online reviews to guide
decisions ranging from buying a product, to selecting a hotel, to playing a golf course. According
to research by BrightLocal, 86 percent of consumers read reviews for businesses, and 57 percent prefer businesses with least a four-star rating.
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4

5

Configure your review pages –
It is important to remember to
configure your review pages
on sites like Google My Business
and Yelp. Consumers will undoubtedly search online for your business
before visiting. BrightLocal’s research
found that 27 percent of consumers
looked online daily for a local business and 69 percent look online for
local businesses monthly. You should
make sure consumers can find you
when they search for you and that your
review pages positively reflect your
course. While you can’t control consumer comments on review sites, you
can control how your page looks. Make
your pages stand out with photos and
engaging descriptions of your course,
clubhouse and other amenities.

6

Manage and track feedback –
Technology solutions can also
be used to help you monitor
feedback, so you can take appropriate action. These solutions can simplify the tracking of your golf course’s
digital reputation and centrally
manage reviews across sites such as
Facebook and Yelp.
Consumers consider online
reviews credible sources of information, and this feedback has significant impact on how they make decisions on booking everything from
hotels to restaurants to golf courses.
It is more important than ever for
your golf course to implement strategies to improve and increase online
reviews and use data from customer
feedback to gain insights that can
help you elevate and enhance golfer
experience. Taking control of your
online reputation management will
pay off by ultimately improving your
bottom line.
Roger Sholanki is the founder and CEO of Book4Time,
a cloud-based booking business management platform used by businesses in more than 70 countries.

Consumers
consider
online
reviews
credible
sources of
information,
and this
feedback has
significant
impact on
how they
make
decisions.
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2019 Rebate for NGCOA Members

Final

THOUGHTS

David I. Frem

GENERAL MANAGER
Cyprian Keyes Golf Club
Boylston, Massachusetts

With a 9-hole, Par 3
option, do you see
that becoming more
popular as people
consider the time
commitment to play?
Shorter playing time is a factor, but
we are seeing an increase in play due
to the less intimidating, stress-free, fun
golfing experience it provides.

Have you instituted
any “gamification” or
entertainment options
at your facility?
We have not except in our Cyprian
Fitting Center, which has a TrackMan
system, which provides golfers great
data on their swing.

You have meeting and
event space available
at your facility. How
important is that to your
revenue overall?
Extremely important. Food and beverage, which also includes our restaurant
and on-course options, make up over
45 percent of our overall revenue.
Events alone make up over 30 percent.

What is the most
popular event you host
at the golf course?

NGCOA members receive valuable incentives in our Smart Buy Marketplace including
rebates on Pepsi post-mix fountain products, Pepsi bottles and cans products, and Gatorade. Pepsi also offers members an attractive equipment and service program for Fountain
equipment and Bottle and Can Coolers. Plus, FREE service and preventative maintenance!

One single event doesn’t stand out, except perhaps our Club Championship.
Between all the divisions, we have over
100 golfers participate each year.

Most members save between $300 and $4,000 a year.
NGCOA MEMBER WITHOUT
A PEPSICO ACCOUNT?
•

•

To participate, contact Kelly Bisbey, National
Account Sales Manager at kelly.bisbey@pepsico.com
or 813.361.9583
Rebates mailed twice annually (March and September)

What is the biggest risk
you’ve taken at the golf
course in recent years?

NOT YET AN NGCOA MEMBER?
•
•

•

Join NGCOA today at http://www.ngcoa.org/join
Become eligible for Pepsi product rebates and take
advantage of this money saving benefit to receive rebates
twice annually (March and September)
To participate, contact Kelly Bisbey, National
Account Sales Manager at kelly.bisbey@pepsico.com
or 813.361.9583

Learn more about the benefits of membership at ngcoa.org/membership,
and contact Jay Andersen, Director of Membership, at jandersen@ngcoa.org or 843-471-2736 with any questions.
You must be an exclusive Pepsi customer. You cannot be contracted for any other Pepsi golf program, i.e. PGA.
Rebate checks are made payable to your course and go directly to your bottom line. Your local bottler must set up your account under the National Account Parent Number 7937.
Please ensure that your contract reads…PEPSI-COLA / NGCOA FOUNTAIN BEVERAGE SALES AGREEMENT.

As a daily fee golf course, what
incentives do you provide to keep
players coming back regularly?

Discounting is dangerous; customers become loyal to the discount. We focus on making
the overall experience so good that customers can’t wait to come back.

Have you seen any changes in the demographics of
your players in recent year or is it still traditional?

Our golfer demographic has stayed consistent over the years. We continue to have a
larger percentage of women and juniors than the average golf course.

We recently lowered the price of our base
membership by over 60 percent with the
goal to increase activity on the course
and in the clubhouse. This is, by far, the
biggest risk we have taken in order to reinvigorate the golf side of Cyprian Keyes.

What do you see as
the most important
issue facing golf course
owners/operators today?
One issue I think about constantly is
the conflict between the pressure to not
raise prices while the cost to operate
Cyprian continues to rise.
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Inc. Brett D. Miller, brett@mmagolf.com, 828 – 7757765. In conjunction with Hilda Allen Real Estate.

New Listing
Carolinas

Class facility in turn key condition by known architect.
Beautiful clubhouse with dining and meeting facilities,
bar, grill, pro shop, offices , perfect practice facility.
PROFITABLE and in a great location that continues to
grow with new commercial and residential. Contact
Brett at Miller Management Associates,brett@mmagolf.com 828-775-7765

Bar Harbor Golf Course
Trenton, ME

18-hole open membership golf course on 180± acres
on scenic Frenchman Bay in Bar Harbor. Clubhouse,
two equipment storage buildings and golf carts convey. Contact Story Litchfield, LandVest, Inc., 207-2763840, slitchfield@landvest.com

Cleveland Country Club
Shelby, NC

Just 40 minutes west of Charlotte, private, 1926
championship course with large southern style clubhouse with pro shop, bar/grill, dining room, meeting
rooms, locker rooms, offices, two pools, tennis courts
and more. $1,350,000. Possible lender financing available. Contact Brett at Miller Management Associates,
Inc. 828-775-7765, brett@mmagolf.com

T

NTRAC
UNDER CO

Confidential - Retail Store
Carolinas location

Yes, a retail store that is profitable and more than just
supplemental income. Includes the business, equipment, trade name, inventory (fluctuates)Has been
around over 12 years with two owners and this year is
best year ever! $145,000 plus current inventory. Call
Brett at Miller Management Associates, Inc. 828-7757765 brett@mmagolf.com

Linville Falls Golf Club
BACK ON THE MARKET! Championship 18-hole
layout designed by Lee Trevino with functional pro
shop, grill, attached cart shed, driving range, Bent
greens Bermuda fairways, with highway frontage on 221 to the tourist destinations of Boone,
Banner Elk and Blowing Rock. Owner financing
PREFERRED with solid down payment. Contact
Brett Miller at Miller Management Associates,
brett@mmagolf.com, 828-775-7765

Mount Mitchell Golf Club & Condos
Burnsville, NC

NEW LISTING: LEGENDARY MOUNT MITCHELL
GOLF CLUB AND CONDOS - One owner(almost
50 years) and first time on the market. This stunning
mountain classic sits at the foot of the largest peak in
the eastern US and has the beautiful Toe River trout
stream flowing beside it and just off the Blue Ridge
Parkway. Bent grass greens and fairways, this championship course has always been in the rankings and on
everyone’s must play list. Clubhouse, restaurant, bar,
grill, meeting room, 10 condos building site. Call us
for more information. Miller Management Associates,
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PRICE RED
Western North Carolina, 18 hole championship
design, rolling terrain with Bermuda fairways and
bent grass greens. Includes excellent practice facility
that is golf school ready, practice green, pavilion,
spectacular clubhouse. NO deferred maintenance.
Contact Brett at Miller Management Associates, 828775-7765 or brett@mmagolf.com additional lots and
land available. PRICE REDUCTION NOW $1,150,000
Owner Financing Possible.

Morganton, NC

Skyland Lakes Golf Club
Fancy Gap, VA

Golf Course
Advisory Services
www.colliers.com/golf
Courses For Sale Nationwide

Keith Cubba
dir: +1 702 836 3733 | keith.cubba@colliers.com

Buyer Representation Specialist

Allen Depuy
dir: +1 215 928 7520 | allen.depuy@colliers.com

MILLER MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATES
The Carolinas and TN brokerage leader
WE HAVE BUYERS, WE NEED COURSES
www.mmagolf.com • brett@mmagolf.com • 828-775-7765

Beautiful, rolling 18 hole course located ON the Blue
Ridge Parkway near the VA/NC state line Includes
pro shop, snack bar, rec room and 6 lodge rooms in
clubhouse. Also, 39 lots included!! Separate maintenance facility, includes equipment. Great owner
operator option and owner finance option available.
Only $750,000. Contact us for more information.
Brett Miller at Miller Management Associates,brett@
mmagolf.com; 828-775-7765 In conjunction with
Hilda Allen Real Estate

Swan Lake Resort
and Conference Center
Plymouth, Indiana

Linville, NC
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Silver Creek Plantation Golf Course
CED

COLLIERS INTERNATIONAL

2019

Swan Lake Resort and Conference Center, awarded
the 2018 Indiana Golf Course of the Year in addition to
being named the 2018 Midwest Region Golf Course
of the Year, is available for purchase. A long-time
favorite of Chicago Stay & Play golf groups, Swan Lake
is unique in offering two 18 hole championship golf
courses. Contact Kevin Smith, 574-935-5680 x 711,
ksmith@swanlakeresort.com, www.swanlakeresort.com

Waynesville Inn Resort and Spa
Waynesville, NC

NEW LISTING: The iconic 1926 Waynesville Inn Resort
and Spa. Located in the Blue Ridge Mountains just
outside of Asheville, NC is this historic, 27 hole Donald
Ross (first nine) player friendly course with 114 rooms,
6 meeting rooms, 2 restaurants, outdoor pavilion tent,
spa and more. This facility has hosted Presidents,
professionals, celebrities and guests from across the
world. 144 gentle acres that have water, sewer, zoned
R-1 grandfathered as commercial, so endless development possibilities. Additional acreage available.
Proof of funds and CA required for private showing.
$10,000,000. Miller Management Associates, Inc. Contact Brett at 828-775-7765 or brett@mmagolf.com

Non-retouched client photo: GreenJacket System coming off in the spring!

PROVEN BY 20+ YEARS OF

SUPERINTENDENT SUCCESS.
• Patented IMPERMEABLE Reinforced Winter
Cover Turf Protection System.

News from the National Golf Course Owners Association

In Action

• PERMEABLE Reinforced Grow-in Covers
increase healthier turf growth. Lace coated to
prevent unraveling.

Find out how the GreenJacket System
can make a difference for your turf.
Call 888-786-2683
or Email info@greenjacket.com
See Research at GreenJacket.com
GOLFBUSINESS.COM
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In Action
A DVO C AC Y

IN D U ST RY E V EN TS

Golf Pro Independent Contractor
Status in Jeopardy
California has proposed legislation that will eliminate the use
of independent contractors in the golf industry! If passed in its
current form, this legislation will require golf clubs to convert
golf, tennis and other professional instructors to full- or parttime staff employees OR eliminate the service altogether. It
might also set a precedent for other states in the future.
NGCOA has been engaged with this issue with the Southern
California Golf Association (which includes the NGCOA, the
PGA and the GCSAA) for a number of months, and SCGA has
hired a lobbyist to work for us at the state capitol. We have
drafted a letter which asks the California legislature to include
golf teaching professionals as one of the limited professions
exempt in the bill’s final form.
For more information on this issue, please call NGCOA’s
Director of Advocacy, Ronnie Miles at 843-471-2714 or email
rmiles@ngcoa.org.

Give Your Golf Business a Voice on
Capitol Hill! Attend National Golf
Day 2020
The golf industry will return to Capitol Hill on Wednesday,
May 6, 2020 to celebrate the 13th annual National Golf Day.
Coordinated by a coalition of the game’s leading associations
and industry partners under the banner of WE ARE GOLF,
National Golf Day brings together more than 300 industry
leaders from across the U.S. to support the game’s $84.1 billion
economy, nearly $4 billion annual charitable impact, close to
15,000 diverse businesses and two million jobs impacted.
Last year, at NGD19, golf industry leaders participated in a
record-high 244 meetings with members of Congress representing 41 states to discuss the game’s economic, social and
environmental contributions to the United States.
The 2020 schedule of events is being finalized, but the annual
Community Project will be held on Tuesday, May 5, so plan
to arrive on Monday, May 4. We will share information as it
becomes available. If you have questions, or would like to join
other NGCOA members at this critical event, please call
NGCOA’s Director of Advocacy, Ronnie Miles at 843-4712714 or email rmiles@ngcoa.org.
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P RO G R A M S

MCOR19 Recap

Is Your Property and Business Prepared for Hurricane Season?

Multi-Course & Resort Operators Retreat 2019 was held in
Monterey, CA in late July. Speakers included Anirban Basu
of Sage Policy Group, Inc., Den Bishop of Holmes Murphy &
Associates, Chris Davidson of MMGY Global, Genna Gold of
Yelp, Mike Loustalot of
The ORCA Report and
Van Tengberg of Foley &
Lardner LLP.

Hurricane season runs through the end of November, and
golf businesses in high-risk areas can see disastrous weather
including tornadoes or hurricanes, and possible flooding.
Don’t wait—NOW is the time to review your emergency
management plan.

Our Closing Session
featured special guest Condoleezza Rice, 66th U.S. Secretary
of State and current Denning Professor in Global Business and
the Economy at the Stanford Graduate School of Business.
Networking and social events included the Yamaha Golf Outing at Black Horse Golf Course, The Toro Company Opening
Reception at the Monterey Bay Aquarium, and the entegra
Strolling Dinner and Reception at the Monterey Plaza Hotel.

REGISTRATION IS NOW OPEN for
Golf Business Conference 2020,
January 20-22 in Orlando
Located at the PGA Merchandise Show in the
Orange County Convention Center
Join us for Golf Business Conference 2020, at the Orange
County Convention Center in Orlando, FL. Expert speakers,
relevant education, the annual Yamaha Golf Outing and
Celebration & Awards Dinner, full access to the PGA Merchandise Show exhibition hall, and abundant opportunities to
connect with hundreds of your peers, industry suppliers—and
this year, PGA professionals—all in one exciting place!
Visit and bookmark GolfBusinessConference.com for the latest
information on the agenda,
speakers, sessions and
sponsors. Sponsorship and
exhibition opportunities
are now available for golf
industry suppliers; please
contact Mike Ketterman
at mketterman@ngcoa.org
for packages and pricing.

The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) just
released the following checklist:
• Plan your actions before, during, and after a hurricane.
• Create an emergency communication plan with your
family.
• Review your local community’s evacuation plan and
evacuation routes and sign up in advance to receive local
alerts and warnings.
• Check your insurance coverage; some damages caused
by flooding are not covered under normal homeowner’s
insurance policies.
• Strengthen your financial preparedness by collecting and securing personal financial, insurance, medical and other records.
• Prepare emergency supplies and them place at home, work and in the car.
• Download the FEMA mobile app for disaster resources, weather alerts and safety tips.
To learn more on how to prepare before, during, and after a hurricane, visit: www.ready.gov/hurricanes
One of NGCOA’s newest Smart Buy Marketplace partners, Flood Risk America, can help you
determine if you have the right type and enough insurance coverage for your property. They
also offer flood risk prevention solutions. Contact Tiffany Largey at Tiffany@floodriskamerica.
com and take advantage of this benefit today!

401(k) Multiple-Employer Plan (MEP) now Available
Through NGCOA
The NGCOA 401 (k) MEP lets members focus on running their businesses, while the
Plan handles administrative tasks. By participating in the 401(k) Program, members can
avoid much of the oversight and compliance concerns that come with offering their own
plan—at similar or less cost than they are already paying.
401(k) Retirement Plans fro m Lincoln Financial offer:
• Competitive and comprehensive 401(k) plans
• Competitive/reduced administrative costs based
on economy of scale
• Enhanced employment package with quality benefits
• Peace of mind with reduced liability
Contact Todd Turner at Todd.Turner@commonwealthfg.com or 843-884-4545 ext. 33
GOLFBUSINESS.COM
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In Action
C OM MUNI TY

A FFI LI ATE EV EN TS
NEW! NGCOA Video Series

What are Other NGCOA Members Talking About
on Accelerate?

NGCOA MA VIP Reception
September 24
Woodmont Country Club,
Rockville, MD
Contact David Norman at
dnorman008@gmail.com
or 804-708-9760

Did you know there are Accelerate Members-Only Communities you can join, based
on your interests, needs and engagement with NGCOA? Visit accelerate.ngcoa.org
to read more about and add to the discussion of critical issues in golf business.
Accelerate (General) Community for all NGCOA members
Supplier Community for NGCOA’s Corporate Members
Advocacy Issues & Alerts
Golf Business TechCon and Golf Business Conference for event attendees
Trading Post where members can buy and sell used equipment

Here is a sample of recent discussions; reply to these, or post your own for
member feedback!

“
“
“

Lightning Protection Policies
What, if any, lightning detection/protection policies do any and all
have for the protection of your guests/members? If you have policies how are they received and if not, why not?
Booking Engines / Web Design
I am looking for a company to do our website and incorporate a
booking engine that we can operate. I do not want to be locked into
a contract…
Food and Beverage Operation
What works best for your snack shops/bars? What is your biggest piece of advice for this part of the golf course operation? Our
growth in Food and Beverage has been slow (besides alcohol sales)
and we are constantly trying to improve that part of our business
since it is the part we typically lose the most money in.

“
“
“

•
•
•
•
•

NGCOA Mid-Atlantic
Part 2: How to Maximize Your ROI with
Video
NGCOA and Momentum Video developed a three-part series to help you
produce in-house videos that will increase
customer excitement and engagement!

Michigan Golf Course
Association

View Part 2 at http://bit.ly/
MaximizeROIwithVideo.

North Carolina Golf Course
Owners Association
(NCGCOA)

The National Alliance for Accessible Golf (Alliance) is the leader in inclusion—working to ensure the opportunity for all individuals with
disabilities to play the game of golf. Formed in the summer of 2001, the Alliance is represented by major golf, recreation and therapeutic organizations in the United States; organizations that provide services for people with disabilities; and others who advocate for the
inclusion of people with disabilities into society.

Visit the new site at https://www.accessgolf.org.
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NGCOA MA Annual Meeting
September 25
Woodmont Country Club,
Rockville, MD
Contact David Norman at
dnorman008@gmail.com
or 804-708-9760

In the second episode, you’ll learn why
video is the most effective form of communication, and learn how to get the
biggest return on your investment of time
and money. In the final episode of this
3-part series, you’ll learn how to develop
a plan for producing and releasing videos,
how to create scripts, and how to distribute your videos to get the best results.

A New Website for the National Alliance for Accessible Golf

The Alliance’s new website provides improved access to its many resources, including:
• Best Practices for Courses and Programs
• Toolkit for Golfers
• Toolkit for Golf Course Owners & Operators
• Search Engine for Accessible Facilities
• Speakers Bureau

NGCOA Mid-Atlantic

Michigan Golf League
Championship
September 29
Eagle Eye Golf Course
Bath, MI
Contact info@michigangca.org

Annual Meeting
October 8-9, 2019
Pine Needles Lodge and Golf Club
Southern Pines, NC
Contact David Norman at
Dnorman008@gmail.com
or 804-708-9760

Ohio Golf Course
Owners Association
Buckeye Golf Association
Annual Conference
November 4-5
Embassy Suites/Muirfield Golf Club
Dublin, OH
Contact Ken Guenther at
keng@buckeyegolf.com
or 614-563-5551
Golf Course Owners of
Wisconsin
GCOW Fall Meeting &
Awards Luncheon
November 13
Grand Geneva Resort
Lake Geneva, WI
Contact jeffs@gcow.org
Midwest Golf Course
Owners Association
23rd Annual Conference
and Trade Show
November 19
Brackett’s Crossing Golf Club
Lakeville, MN
Contact Curt Walker, mwgcoa@aol.com
or 952-854-7272
Michigan Golf Course
Association
MI Golf Business and
Conference and Vendor Fair
December 2-4
Soaring Eagle Resort
Mount Pleasant, MI
Contact info@michigangca.org

PODCAST

You now have
2 ways to
listen to,
subscribe to,
or download
all the
Golf Business
Podcast
episodes
In each Golf Business Podcast
episode, you’ll enjoy a selection of
segments on Inside Golf Business,
Owner to Owner, and House
Chat—original, curated, informative
content to help your golf course
business thrive and grow.
Listen now!

ngcoa.org/podcast
GOLFBUSINESS.COM
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In Action
START
$AVING
NOW

Smart Buy Marketplace

Leave it to the

professionals’
expertise.

NGCOA members get significant discounts, rebates and value-added packages from hundreds of the most recognized names
and reputable, industry-leading companies. Many of these companies offer exclusive deals not available anywhere else.
Golf Simulators
5% discount off MSRP.

Golf Cars & Utility Vehicles
Members converting from a competitor receive
$50 per-car for purchase or lease. Members
renewing their fleet receive a free registration for
Golf Business Conference or RevCon.

401(k) Program
Effective and competitive 401(k) plan benefit for
NGCOA member courses’ employees.

Human Resources & Payroll
Up to 50% on HR and payroll costs.
Insurance
Comprehensive employee benefits (health,
dental, vision, life and disability) and property
casualty insurance at competitive rates.

Television Programming
Up to 60% savings on programming.

Food and Beverage
Typical savings is 7% to 15% on more than 800
vendors, including Sysco, Gordon Food Service,
Performance Food Group, and many others.

First American
Discounted rates and special incentives on
payment processing fees.

Alternative Golf
15% discount on lowest pricing available at
FlingGolf.com.

Performance Reporting & Benchmarking
30%-50% discount on all reporting packages.
P O W E R

I N

N U M B E R S

Beverage Supplier
Rebates on various Pepsi and Gatorade fountain,
bottle and can products; includes equipment and
service programs.

Customer Experience Solution
Free survey tool and 55% off Players 1st’s top-tier
Combined Package.

Flood Protection Solutions
Customized products and solutions to mitigate
the damage from flooding.

Irrigation Solutions
1.5% rebate on Rain Bird Golf irrigation products.

Pre-Owned Turf Equipment
Discounts on tiered pricing plus 120-day
extended warranty (normally 90-day).

New and Used Turf Maintenance Equipment
1% rebate on new and/or 0.5% rebate on used
Toro branded turf maintenance equipment.

F I N D D E TA I L S A N D T E R M S O N S AV I N G S
F RO M T H E S E B R A N D S A N D M O R E AT N G C OA .O RG / S M A RT B U Y
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Entegra is proud to support the ngcoa
as a Preferred Supplier in the ngcoa
Purchasing network.

EntEgra ProcurEmEnt SErvicES iS rEady to maximizE
your club’S ProfitS from tEE to grEEn by Providing:

For a Procurement Program designed
to meet your needs—with the
ﬂexibility to be modified as your club’s
goals change—count on entegra.

• Competitive pricing on extensive product selections
• Quality brands your members expect and appreciate
• National partnerships with industry-leading manufacturers and
distributors to include Sysco Foods, GFS, Edward Don, Cintas, etc.

Automotive Vehicle Manufacturer
Significant factory direct fleet discounts on 2019
GM products.
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Driving it long in the game of golf is a huge advantage. So too
is having a procurement partner that provides comprehensive
purchasing solutions to help drive your club’s overall success.

• Procurement solutions for all your club’s needs including F&B, course
maintenance, operational equipment, uniforms, branded products and
more

FIND US ON

www.entegraPS.com

•

866-ENTEGRA

•

info.USA@entegraPS.com

2019

© 2015 entegra Procurement Services. Confidential and proprietary to entegra. Do not share or post without proper consent.

GAME FOR MORE…

opportunities

A new experience for revenue, wellness, and play
Caddies and cars will always have a place in the game. TempoTM Walk offers the best of both with
technology to bring back the simplicity of the game in an exciting, revenue-generating way.
See it in action at clubcar.com

